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As nearly as could be learned, Delto
gado had lighted the percolator
prepare coffee. He discovered that
the alcohol had given out in the lamp
and started to refill it from a large can
of alcohol without first extinguishing
the flames. There was a sudden fla.sh
and the burning spirits were thrown
all over the room, setting fire to t lie
house and deluging the man in a wave
o1' names.
His screams were heard
by the
neighbors, several of whom came to
the rescue. The house, fortunately
was not damaged greatly,
the lire
being quickly put out.
The terrible accident comp'etely unnerved the Pope household.
Judge
Pope and the Misses Hull did everything in their power to relieve the
sufferings of the injured man and will
spare no expense to save his life. In
discussing the case. Dr. Small said:
"Fully one third of Delgado's body
is terribly burned.
He is suffering intensely and his condition is quite serious. Whether or not he will recover
is as yet. pure'y a matter of conjecture. Three physicians were summoned and everything that, medical
science could do, was promptly done."

residence to find Delgado madly dashing fro.n room to room, his clothing
a mass of flames. Judge Pope, Mrs.
Pope, the Misses Hull and the Miiler
girl pursued him. They seized navajo
blankets from the floor for the purpose of smothering the flames but so
frantic had Delgado become that they
Tie ran into the
could not aid him.
bath room evidently with the intention of pouring water upon himself
which would only have aided the
flames. There Judge Pope seized and
held him while the others covered him
with blankets an succeeded finally in
smothering the fire. The .unfortunate
man was a terrible sight.
Fully one
third of his body was cooked in a horrible manner, portions of the flesh adhering to the charred clothing. Moaning and groaning in his agony, he was
assisted to a bed and the physicians
summoned. They gave him emergency
treatment and he was then placed in
an automobile and hurriedly taken to
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Pope and the Misses Hul', who are

guests at the Pope home. Judge Pope
and Mrs. Pope had gone to the garage
near the house when they heard
frantic screams. They entered the

Rose

City

Sends Wireless

That She Has Been Unable
to Find City cf Panama.

Theodore Roosevelt Sends Best People on Earth Crowd
Letter to William Allen
Oregon City in the Annual (By Special Leased Wire to .Now Mexican
Convention
There This San Francisco, Calif., July 8. The
of
ExpWhite
Emporia
steamer Rose City, reached the latiWeek.
laining Situation Fully.
tude

NOT WHAT iT

AFTER

(By special L.easea wire o :?ew
New York, July 8. Roosevelt headquarters made public here today a
long telegram which Colonel Roosevelt
sent last night to William Allen White
at Emporia, Kansas.
"Our appeal nationally," says the
telegram, "is, of course, to all men of
Progressive principles, regardless of
past party differences. The action locally must be guided by the needs of
In any state
the local situation.
where there is no real Republican
party I am entirely content that the
local organization should call itself
by the title of Progressive Democracy
if that is the local desire, and if they
support the national Progressive elec-

tors.

"Where, as in New York, New Mexico, and Colorado, and the local organizations of both Republican and Demo
cratic party are helplessly boss-riden, and reactionary, then we must
have a straight Progressive ticket
from top to bottom, independent of
both the old parties.
"Where, as I understand to be the
case in Kansas, South Dakota, Cali
fornia, and other states, the local Re
publican organization is Progressive
and represents the principles for
which we stand, I hope that they will
be able to make the fight locally for
good government in whatever effective
orgainzations they have.
"I feel that this year in the Progressive P.epublican states we should have
the support of the organization itself.
Moreover, I feel that everywhere I
have a right to expect the support of
the entire rank and file of the Republican party. I made a straight-ou- t
primary fight and in the states where
the Republican voters themselves had
the chance to express their wishes I
won by two million plurality.
"The titular national Republican
party today is not the party of the Republican voters and is not the party of
Abraham Lincoln, but purely the party
d

(Continued

on Page Five.)
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There Are Many Aspirants For
High Offices With Mills of
Wisconsin in the Lead.
(

By Special Leased Vv'lre to

Nw

Mexican )

Portland, Oregon, July 8. Portland
threw open her gates today and for
the week to come, to the Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks, gather- Grand Lodge
ed for the
Session of the order and the Twenty-- ,
Sixth Annual Reunion of the Brother- hood. In honor of the occasion, practically every building in the business
district of the city has been covered
with bunting and hundreds of store
fronts e'ectrically decorated, while
the streets are a Puttering mass of
Forty-Eight-

h

purple and white bunting intermingled
with the national colors.
Today was given over to festivities,
which included numerous band conTocerts and the official receptions.
night the first convocation of the
Grand Lodge will occur. It will be
open to the public and will consist
vholy of welcoming speeches and responses.
Virtua'ly every office, save that of
Grand Exalted Ruler, for which T. B.
Mills, of Superior, Wis., appears to
have a clear field, probably will be
hotly contested.
Principal among the
contests are those of Fred Robinson
of Dubuque, Iowa, whose
as Grand Secretary is contested by
David McArron, of Port Huron, Mich.;
Dr. Charles H. Warr, of Pasadena,
as
election
Cal., wTTo is seeking
Grand Esteemed Loyal Knight against
W. H. Wisher of Goldfield, Nevada; a
three cornered contest for Grand Esteemed Leading
between
Knight,
Judge George Addison of Albany, N.
Y., James K. King of Topeka, Kans.,
and Frank King of Providence, R. I.,
a contest between E. M. Dickerman,
of Tucson, Ariz., and L. R. Maxwell,
Continued on Page Eignt.
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Home of Federal Judge Pope Scene of Terrible Accident,
Which May Cause Death of Chef He Ran Through
Rooms With Clothing in Flames, While Family Pursued
Him With Blankets Trying to Put Out Fire and Save
Life. Removed to Sanitarium Where Condition Is
Critical.
Erineo Delgado, 35 years of age,
employed in the home of William H
Pope, Federal Judge, "97 Palace Ave
nue, was probably fatally burned at
ten o'clock Sunday morning,
when
a can of alcohol with which he was
filling a coffee percolator exploded
setting fire to his clothing.
Maddened with the intense pain
and temporarily losing control of him-seDelgado ran screaming through
the house, thereby fanning the flames
which
into a roaring conflagration
cooked his head, face, shoulders and
chest, both his hands and his arms.
In attempting to extinguish the
flames and save the man from being
burned to death as he ran, Judge Pope
seized him, thereby severely burning
Miss Miller, employed in
his hands.
the Pope home had her clothing set
afire, while trying to aid Delgado, but
the flames were extinguished before
she was injured. Delgado was treated
ly Doctors Small, Murray and Knapn
and removed to St. Vincent's Sanitarium where he is hovering between
life and death. He has a wife and
child.
Delgado Sunday morning, was preparing breakfast for Judge and Mrs.
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of the city of Panama at 3:45
o'clock this morning and found no
trace of the Pacific mail vessel. The
Kose City was sent to the aid of the
City of Panama late last night, when
an aerogram was received at San Pedro stating that the latter vessel was
drifting 250 miles to the southwest'
with disabled machinery.
A wireless
message was received here from the
Ro'se City today.
Today's wireless
message said it was not yet daylight
and it was hoped that the vessel
would be sighted after sunrise. The
sea was calm. Officials of the Pacific
Mail Steamship
Company expressed
little concern about the accident to
the City of Panama, although admit
ting the failure of the Rose City to
find' her.
The Rose City headed for
latitude :J3 N, longitude 125 W., with
orders to bring the City of Panama
to San Francisco.
A. J. Frey, assistant general manager of the Pacific
Mail Company, said today the injury
to the City of Panama was believed to
be a comparatively
trivial engine
break-dowThe City of Panama left San Francisco July 3, in command of Captain
J. W. Carlson.
The following message was received from the Rose City at 10 o'clock
this morning by a wireless station
here: "Reached longitude 121.40 W.,
latitude ,13.40 X. at 6:53 o'clock this
Xo trace of the City of
morning.
Panama.
Weather misty. Can see
about four miles.''

THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
Senate.

Senator Dillingham

resumed
his speech in defense of Senator
S Lorimer.
$
X
Judiciary committee ordered Si
favorable report on nomination
of W. M. Bullitt, as Solicitor S
General to succeed Mr. Lehmann,
X resigned.
X
House.
X
Convened at noon.
X
Chairman Clayton of Judiciary
X committee submitted report
of
X investigation of conduct of Judge
X R. W. Archbald
of Commerce X
court and recommended his re- Si moval by impeachment.
Si
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His Five Companions In Crime
Will Die August Twelve Unless Reprieved Before.
w Mx!ca
(By Special Leased vrire to
Ossinging, x. Y., July X. Three
WillMien, Guiscppe Cirolli, George
iams, a negro, and Sania Zanza, were
put to death in the electric chair iu
quick succession at Sing Sing prison
this morning. All were convicted murderers.
Zanza was one of a band of six Italians convicted of the murder of .Mrs.
Mary Hall, wife of Henry Hall, a su
perintendent of construction, on the
Croton aqueduct,
in a lonely
farm
house at Griffin's Corners. West Chester county, .November, lfill. His five
companions in crime are to be executed during the week of August 12.
In a letter to Gov. Dix. Zanza con
fessed the actual murder of Mrs. Hall,
but claimed he was forced to kill her
by Angelo Guisto, who had accompa
nied him to Mrs. Hall's room a;id who
threatened to shoot him unless he
obeyed.

EDUCATORS MEET
CHICAGO
Gathering of Leading Pro'
fessors and Teachers From
All Over Nation to Discuss

Issues.
(By Special Leaped wire to New Mexlcnj-..Chicago, 111.. July S. Several delegates and members of the National
Education Association
had reached
Chicago today prepared for the opening session of the 50th annual convention which was scheduled at the
Auditorium theatre for 2 : :i0 o'clock
this afternoon.
Unusual interest was
taken by the delegates during
the
hour j previous to the opening of the
in several matters of imccnv.ntl-;portance, notably the election of the
new president, and the fight to be
made for the removal of Secretary
Irwin Shepard. who two years ago
w as elected at Boston for a four
year
term.
At a midnight caucus, Progressive
delegates decided to present the name
of
Fairchild, State Superintendent of Public Instruction of Kansas,
to make the race for president against
Miss Grace C. Strachen, President of
the luterborough Woman's Teachers
Association of Xew York City.
President Harry Pratt Judson of the
University of Chicaeo, was scheduled
to preside at the first session. Dean
Walter T. Sumner of Saint Peter and
Paul Episcopal Cathedral, was expected to offer the opening prayer and
Francis G. Blair. Iiinois, Stale Super
intendent of Public Instruction and
Harry A. Whee'er, President of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States of America, were on the program for addresses of welcome. The
addresses were to be followed by the
introduction of Carroll D. Pearse, of
Milwaukee, President of the Association, who was scheduled to deliver his
address after the response to addresses of welcome,
had been rr.ade by
Thomas II. Harris, Stale Superintned-en- t
of Education, Baton Rouge, La.
Thomas F. Bicknell, of Providence,
R. I.; Jaques W. Redway, Mount Vernon, X. Y. ; James M. Greenwood.
Superintendent of Schools, Kansas
City, Mo., and Ellen C. Sabin, President of Downer College, Milwaukee,
were to speak on subjects relative to
the half century mark in the life of
the organization.
These were to conclude the set program for the afternoon and the appointment of a committee on resolutions was to follow.
Association Will Meet in Winter.
of the
Supporters
"Progressive"
movement in the National Education
Association won the first fight at the
opening of the Association's Fiftieth
annual convention today.
The board of directors, representing
schools in every state in the country,
voted to change from summer to winter the time for the annual meetings
of the National Council of Education.
A movement also
was started to
change to a date in winter the time
for holding the full sessions of the
Association.
More than 10,000 educators had been
enrolled when Carroll G. Pearse of
to
Milwaukee called the convention
order and in his annual address, pointed out the questions which are ex
pected to evoke spirited debates between the "Progressives" and their
opponents before the sessions are

E..

(Continued on Page 8.)

TO-D- AY

his Is the Ninth Case In History of Nation, and First

Since 1905 "Alleged Transactions While Serving On
Commission Were In Violation of Law and of Ethics of
Court Procedure He Will Be Hailed Before Senate for

Trial
Expected to Vote Solidly for Adoption of This Indictment.
'

vBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!

Washington, D. C, July 8. Chair-- j
man Heary i). Clayton of the commit-tee on judiciary of the House of Rep-i
eseiuatives, today presented to the'
House thirteen articles of impeach-meat against Judge Robert V. Arch-- '
l;a!d of the U. S. court of commerce.
Mr. Clayton's report was unanimous
lroni his committee.
It. constituted the ninth
impeach-- '
meat of a judicial or civil official of
the United States since the foundation
of the. government and is the first,
since the impeachment trial of Judge
Charles Swayne, of the northern
ol Florida, who was acquitted on
February 27, 1!)05.
His business transactions while a
judge on the bench were held to unfit
him for further service on the bench
and a resolution was presented impeaching him and haling him for trial
before the United States Senate.
An epitome of tlie articles of impeachment follows:
ARTICLE 1. Negotiated with
Railroad Company for the pur-chase of the Katydid coal dump for
Edward .1." Williams, his business as-- ,
sociale. "In the opinion of your com-- )
mittee, Judge Archibald's participation
in this transaction, under all the cir- cumstances was reprehensible and!
prejudicial to the confidence of the
American people in the federal judiciary."
ARTICLE 2. Joined with George
AI. Watson of Scranton, Pa., in an at-- !
tempt to sell the stock of the .Marion
Coal Company to the Delaware, Lack-awanna and Western Railroad Com-- )
pany.
"This company was owned by the
Poland brothers, of Scranton, at that
time litigants against the railroad before the interstate commerce commis- sion. The committee charged Judge
Archbald figured in the negotiations

for a valuable consideration."
ArchbaM sought these, business favARTICLE :!. That Judge Archbald ors or property concessions from
sought to lease from the Lehigh Valhaving litigation, or likely to
ley Railroad Company, a culm bank on have litigation, before the commerce
the Girard estate coal properly near court indicates a well defined plan to
Shenandoah, Pa. At this time the use his official position and influence
railroad was a litigant before
the :s a member of such court for financommerce court and before the inter- cial gain and profit,'' said the comThe mittee.
commission.
state commerce
committee said: "It, is the conclusion
ARTICLE 7. That Judge Archbald
of your committee that the officers figured as a signer and the payee of a
of the coal company (subsidiary) re- nate for $2,300 by W. W. Reissinger
linquished the right to operate the o) Scranton, Pa., five days after he
said culm bank because of the in- - had adjudicated an insurance law suit
llnence exercised upon them through it: which Reissinger was interested and
Archliald's position as a member of a beneficiary.
the commerce court."
ARTICLES 8 AND 9. That Judge
ARTICLE 4. That Judge Archbald Archbald sent Edward J. Williams to
sought additional evidence from Helm Wm. P. Poland to discount a note for
Bruce, attorney for the Louisville antU $1)00 signed by John Henry Jones
Nashville railroad in a case, before the w hile the Rolands were interested in
commerce court, which had been a lawsuit before him. Roland would
closed and given to the judge for de- not discount the note, which was discision. Later he considered a supple- counted in a Scranton bank and never
mental brief from Mr. Bruce without has been paid.
the knowledge of the attorneys for
ARTICLES 10 AND 11. That, in
the interstate commerce commission the spring of 1010 Judge Archbald perto meet a conclusion reached by an- mitted Henry W. Cannon of New York
other member of the court. Judge io pay his entire expenses on a pleas-Archbald wrote the decision in favor v? trip (0 Europe. Mr. Cannon wi:S
of the railroad company.
at that time, and still is, a stockholder
"In the opinion of your committee, and director in many railroads. "It i
this conduct on the part of Judge Arch-- claimed that Mr. Cannon is a distant
bald was unfair and unjust to the j relative of Judge Archbalds
wife,"
said the committee, "but however this
parties defendant in this case."
ARTICLE 3. That Judge Archbald may bo, your committee regards it as
used his judicial influence to get. a improper for a judge to thus obligate
coal lease from the Philadelphia and himself to an officer of numerous corReading Coal Company for Frederick porations likely to become directly or
Warnke. It. is charged that AYarnko indirectly involved in litigation be- promised the judge .j00 and later a fore his court." For the same trip,
note for $500 and discounted for the E. T. Sea He, clerk of Judge Archliald's court, collected $300 from atjudge and has not yet matured.
ARTICLE ('.. That Judge Archbald torneys practicing at. that bar.
used his influence to help James R.
ARTICLE 12. Appointed
J. B.
Dcinty of Scranton, Pa., purchase a Woodward, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., a
coal tract from the Lehigh Valley rail- railroad attorney, as jury commissionroad while the Lehigh had a suit be- er of his court. This was calculated
fore the commerce court.
to bring the federal judiciary into
"The persistency with which Judge "disrepute" the committee said.
rail-toa-
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OF RACE

EAR LIFE
Nine of Accused Men Con- Two Colonies Are Arming Famous "Yankee Quartette"
victed of Murder of Cuc-co- la
Themselves to Prevent OutDisqualifies During Relay
Behest
Wife
At
Run at Olympic Dontests.
and
rages At Hands of Rebels
of Order.
OTHERS

BELOiED

TO

mm

WITH FLEEING TROOPS

HUE RECORDS

SDOEETY
(By Special Leased Wtrc to New Mexican)

Viterbo, Italy, July S The verdict
the Camorra trial was handed
Nine of the accused!
down today.
were unanimously declared guilty of
the murder of Gennaro Guoccola and
hia wife. The remainder were found
guilty of belonging to a criminal association.
The news that the Camorra
trial,
which had been going on for two
years, would come to a conclusion to- day, created great excitement over
Reinforcements of troops
the towrf.
and mounted police have arrived to
assist in maintaining order. A body
of 300 police has been especially entrusted with the surveillance of the
court and its precincts.
Several relations of the accused,
wives, sisters and mocomprising
thers, arrived here this morning,
bringing an offering of wax candle
to the Madonna whi'e others brought
gifts for St. Rosa, the patron of Viterbo. Many of them took up their
positions early today in the church
feeing the court house, where they remained kneeling, beating their breasts
and Imploring mercy for their belov
eii ones.
The presiding Judge resumed his
in

j

t

(Continued

'"on Page Five.)

(By Special tensed Wire to New Mexican!
Agtta Prieta, Mex., July S. Americans of the Mormon colonies at
Morelos and Colonia Oazaca, 75
miles southeast of here, are mobilizing
to defend their property against the
rebels. The rebel advance guard from
Casas Grandes is approaching Colonia
Morelos today.
DEFEATED REBELS AT JUAREZ.
Juarez, Mex., July X. The new rebel
capitol here is full of defeated insur-recttroops on the retreat from
and Colonel Pasqual Orozco,
Sr., is confident they will be kept intact for the invasion of Sonora.
Gen. Orozco, Jr., the rebel chief, still
was at Sauz, 19 miles south of here today, giving final directions to the columns encamped there which will he
sent across the plains towards Casas
Grandes.
The rebel commander was in frequent telegraphic communication with
his father, Col. Orozco, who is in
charge of the Juarez garrison.
General Orozco is said to desire the
speedy transfer of the troops from
here to the Casas Grandes regions,
and trains were being prepared early
today for a general movement.
The mutinous spirit of the troops
which gave vent last night in several
street quarrels has disappeared, all
a

(Continued

on Page Four.)

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mcxlcan
Stockholm, July 8. To the great

chagrin of American spectators at the
Olympic games today, the "Yankee

quartette"

in

the

400

meter relay race,

was disqualified because of the action
of the Chicago A. A. in passing Clam-eti- t
P. Wilson of Coe college, at thu
l
second relay of the
and
"changed the stick" out of bounds.
The disappointment was the greater
because Cooke of Cleveland, led W.
R. Applegarth, the last runner of the
British team by ten feet at the finish
and because the time 4
seconds
was the best of the meeting for thi.-event.
It showed that the United
States stood a great chance to win the
tace in the finals.
As it is Great Britain will take the
American's place. Westerners cheered
lustily when Richards, of Brigham
Young University, took first place and
Horine of Leland Stanford took third
place in the running high jump. Rich
ards' mark was 193 centimeters.
There is considerable feeling by
the German team over the fiasco of
last night in the 100 meters swim, free
style. Bretting took the heat in the
so that Germans considered it was their victory and were not
pleased when it was announced today
would be swum
that the
semi-fina-

t

semi-final-

semi-final-

(Continued
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
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II.

MONDAY,

by the Adjutant General relieving Capt.
W. F. Brogan from command of Company "G" at Albuquerque,
ordering
him to report to Col. E. C. Abbott at
A M Q
R M D !ll PC ' ?onla Fe in cnar of regimental com-llAFTER
irimiESary a,Ki pro""ili,ls Lieut. Bcrt-Ullf!iI 11
Wil1 HHr
IliUIUL.
ri;m h. Hunter of Albuquerque to the
rank of Captain subject to exumimi- and
signing him in command
HATES
A. S. Brookes Adjutant Gen- i,k"
. 01 Company U.
1'pon recommenua- eral Issues two Orders or tun of Captain Hunter, Hugh a.
lis!p- - Fim Sergeant of Company "G"
Than Passing Irnpor
.
u brevetted Second Lieutenant subject M. W. Thompson of Espanola
tance to fvlemuers or Mate l0 examination and assigned to duty
Files Complaint With InterTroops-Lieutenan- t
Hunter 'ith Company "G". He win report at
state Commission Against
.
i'iice iu vapiuin N timer.
LetS Captaincy.
were
ten
following resignations
Railroad Charges.
dered and accepted:
A. S. Brookes, Adjutant General,
Capt. Henry P. rsarilsliar, First Inyesterday issued an order to all
fantry commissary: First Lieut. C. E. PRESEKT TARIFF ON
commanders of the First In llauser, Medical Corps and First
APPLES IS TOO HIGH
fantry of National Guardsmen of tlio Lieut. J. T. Dearborn, First Infantry,
Second Lieut. Robert Carson, hav- state, for a camp on the company
target ranges between August, 15 and ing absented himself from the state
Phoenix, Ariz., July S. The case
September 15 at the discretion of the without leave for six months is disfiled by M. V. Thompson, of Espanoisis
order
The
officers.
missed
from
the
service.
commanding
First Lieut. Myron G. Brown is as- la, N. M., before the interstate comsued in lieu of the annual state or
order there signed to duty with Company "D'' Sil- merce commission, which seeks to se
national
encampment
cure lower rates on apples from New
being no funds available for a state ver City for target practice only
Mexico to points in Texas and Arizona,
folofas
is
The order
These orders were mai'ed to the
camp this year.
is in progress of hearing in this city
ficers on the active list yesterjiy
lows:
before examiner C. R. Marshall, of
Company commanders of the 1st Inthe commerce commission.
fantry are authorized to place their MANY REFORMS ARE
The owners of apple orchards in the
BY WOMEN. section involved in the case feel that
DEMANDED
companies in camp on their home tarnor
two
get ranges for not less than
the value of their property and product
more than three days between the Federation at San Francisco Adopts is grieviously affected by the high and
Endotes of August 15 and September 15
Lengthy Set of Rescolutions.
unjust rate now in existence, and the
for the purpose of conducting the an-Civic Propo- case was brought to remedy a long
dorsing Twenty-Fivial target practice.
sition and Then Adjourns.
standing evil against the realty ownOfficers and enlisted men, except
ers of three states, according to alleSan Francisco, July S. The follow- gations of the plaintiff.
as noted below, will be paid from
In addition to asking for lower rates
funds allotted the State of New Mex- ing resolutions were adopted by the
,
ico under Section 1CC1, Revised Stat- convention of the General Federation the complaint seek,-- to secure for apof Women's Clubs which adjourned ple orchard owners what is known in
utes as amended.
railroad parlance as "the peddling
When less than twenty (20) en- Saturday:
That a vote of appreciation be ex- privilege." In other words, it is asked
listed men attend the encampment,
various points
neither officers nor enlisted men will tended to President Tal't for his ap- that cars be stopped at the
railroad
for
the
purpose of
along
furbe
will
of
Miss Julia Lathrop to
be paid but subsistence
pointment
allowing shippers to dispo.se of fracnished the enlisted men. When twenty the head of the Children's Bureau.
to
That the federation '.mite with the tional amounts of their shipment
(20) enlisted men attend tne encamp
local buyers.
or
in
in
a
monument
government
erecting
ment, the 1st Lieutenant only,
There is a long list of witnesses to
case there is no 1st Lieutenant with at Panama in commemoration of the
be examined, both on the part of the
the company, then the 2nd Lieutenant completion of the Panama Canal.
in
of the good roads plaintiff and railroad companies
Indorsement,
only will be paid. When twenty-fivcontend
case.
The
the
applegrowers
of
movement
and
a great national
(25) enlisted men attend the encampthat the present rates operate to make
ment. the lieutenants oi uie cuuiii.hu highway to be known as the Lincoln the
price of apples so high there is
will be paid. When thirty (30) enlist Highway.
poor sale for the product, and that
of
all
ed men attend the encampment,
Conservation of natural resources what sales are made result in poor
the company officers w ill be paid. The and the prevention of the curtailment profit to the grower. The railroads,
captain of the company is authorized of forest reserves.
on the other hand, contend that they
to be present and command his comPreservation of Mammoth Cave, are carrying apples at a rate which is
enof
number
pany regardless of the
void of profits.
Kentucky.
Hills for the betterment of defective
listed men present but will receive no
pay unless at least thirty enlisted men children.
TITANIC LIFE BUOY
are present in camp.
Appointment of clubs to
SOLD AS A RELIC
no
with agricultural colleges and econoExcept in case of emergency,
No officer or mic
passes wil be granted.
organizations lor the study of r.np nf Snrvivm-- of Terrible Disaster
ua Dp. VAith
o..u fci...J
enisted man who absents himself from economics.
Indorsement of the study of Bible
in
for One Doamp without authority will be paid
Pawnshop
Keepsake
for any part ot tne encampment,
llar.
literature and the placing of Bibie
company wi'l not lie paid until the gtu(ly upon the urogram of literarv
St. Louis, July S. H. M. Olsen of
company target report has Deen sun - c:UBS
En
rnitted to the Adjutant General.
Furtherance of high ideals in the Cedar Lake, la., who is a survivor of j
listed men will use shelter tents. Com drama and on the professional stage. Uhe Titanic, sold to a pawnbroker to-- !
pany officers may use shelter tents or
Indorsement
of
the Workmen's 'day the life preserver with which he
says, he saved his life. The considerawall tents. Enlisted men may use Compensation Act.
their individual cooking utensils or the Call for federal aid for vocational tion was $1.
"I have been "down and out' since
company commander may make appii-- twining for boys and girls.
said in the
cation to the Adjutant General for a
Indorsement of the plans for medi- - the Titanic disaster," Olsen
pawnshop of F. I. Marks. 108 Collins-viilfield range. Each company commander L.al insiK;ction in'
for
scn00l
schools,
avenue, East St. Louis. "I have
is authorized to expend not to exceed nurses and for
schoois.
been trying to make my way across
the fo'lowing amounts:
Reindorsement of the Pure Food and
the country. I wanted to keep the
Quarantine laws.
Wood, J2.00.
life preserver as a souvenir, but I've
Subsistence for each enlisted man,
Demand that the President of the
got to have some money."
I'nited States reorganize the Departper day, $5.00.
On the life preserver is stamped the
General Orders No. 5, current series. ment of Agriculture so that the Pure mark of the British Board of Trade.
Adjutant General's Office is so modi- - roou ana urug acts oe uetter en- fied as to permit the Mid Range and forced and "the law not be prostitu-LonState of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Range Trophies to be fired for ted for special interests."
ss.
during the encampment.
Favoring accurate registration of
Lucas count?
Markers and scorers will be detailed births and deaths.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
from the enlisted men of the com- Indorsement of the "white slave" is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
pan'. When more than one officer is laws and protesting against the light Cheney & Co., doing business in the
on duty with the company, an officer sentence meted out to convicted ofCity of Toledo, County and State
will be present in the pits and super- fenders.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
When only one
intend the marking.
Indorsement of the plan for study the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLofficer is on duty with the company, of political science as a preparation LARS for each and
every case of Caa sergeant will superintend the mark- - for citizenship in clubs.
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
officer will
Protest against the comic supple- o HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
ing. A
be detailed as scorer and under the ments of the Sunday newspapers.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
supervision of the company commandProtest against imposing any legal
Sworn to before me and subscribed
of
an
record
accurate
will
er,
keep
disability on women that is not im- to my presence, this 6th day of Deeach shot fired. Erasures will be ini- posed on Tnen.
cember, A. D. ISSfi.
tialed by a company officer. Company
Indorsement of uniform marriage (Seal)
A. W. GLEASON,
commanders will report to the Ad- and divorce laws.
Notary Public
jutant General before July 15 whether
Favoring the appointment by the
Ha'l's Catarrh Cure is taken interthey desire to hold this encampment National Education Association of a
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and most convenient date. The dates committee to outline a course of
study and mucous surfaces of the system.
of the encampment will be so arranged of sex hygiene to be
taught in a!I Send for testimonials, free.
as to have the sergeants of the regular normal schools
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the National
army on duty with
Favoring a bill to create the esSold by all druggists, 75c.
Guard as instructors present at as tablishment of a bureau of national
Take Hall's Family Pills for constimany of the encampments as pos- parks under the Department of the
pation.
sible.
Interior; also protesting against the
Target practice wil be conducted as curtailment' of the appropriations to
prescribed in "Firing Manual,'' 1009." fight fires in the national forests.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
and "Genera! Orders No. 5" current
Opposing prison contract labor and
EXPRESS LINE.
series, Adjutant General's office. Vpon pleading for aid to the families of
completion of the target practice and prisoners by diverting the profits that
before leaving camp, each company may result, from the
Red 161.
marketing of
commander will make a careful inspec goods not in
to their Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
competition
tic.n to see that rifles are thoroughly
benefit.
cleaned and oiled. Cooking utensils
Favoring women inspectors for imwill also be inspected. The disbursing
migrants at all ports of landing.
qfiicer will give each company commander detailed instructions as to the
MUHALTEH
ONE WAY OUT.
method of preparing pay ro'ls.
During camp the following list of A Resident of Santa Fe Shows ths
calls will be observed:
Way.
Reveille 3:30 a. m.
Breakfast f: On a. m.
Only one way to cure a bad back.
First Call for Target Practice G:30
Liniment and plasters may relieve
a. m.
It;
Assembly C:"5 a. m.
They won't cure It.
Recall 11: ;!0 a. m.
Backache means sick kidneys.
Dinner 12: 00 m.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
First Call for Target Practice 2:00 kidneys.
Santa Fe people back them up.
P. m.
Read a case of it:
Assembly 2:03 p. m.
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
Recall C: 00 p. m.
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
Supper C:30 p. m.
half years ago I gave a public stateTattoo 9:00 p. m.
ment telling of my experience with
Taps 9:30 p. m.
Pills.
On the last day of camp, recall from Dona's Kidney
They comtarget practice may be sounded at pletely rid me of pains in my back
4:30 p. m., arms and cooking utensils which had troubled me off and on for
months.
When I stooped or brought
inspected, and companies then march- a
strain on my loins, I suffered more
ed to their home rendezvous.
During
severely and there were various
the coming summer there will be no other
difficulties which convinced ine
j encampment
of the National Guard ex
that my trouble came from disordered
Thirty years' of experience in
cept the officers' camp of instruction
I
Doan's
Kid
used
kidneys.
finally
at Las Vegas, July
and the entailoring in some of the largest
ney Pills and they brought prompt
campments for target practice.
relief.
I continued taking them and
cities in Europe and America.
By command of the Governor:
It was not long before every symptom'
A. S. BROOKES,
of trouble had disappeared."
Adjutant General.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 101 Washington Avenue.
Official:
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
' A. S.
BROOKES,
New York, sole agents for the United
Phone Black 221.
Adjutant General.
States.
' Lieut. Hunter is a
Remember the name Doan's and Qoods Called for and Delivered.
Captain.
Special Order No.8 was also issued take no other.
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IS

LOIR

.

the

Quality and Large Variety of

Car-Mor- e

;

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

com-pr.n-

OCERY
Southern
WITH

ALL

CASH

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

AND

jQ
No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

j

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
AND
CUSTOMERS
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
AND
DON'T WANT
TO
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.

n

ALFALFA SEED.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
Iola

km

DADTI

rClWCMT

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

rVIUUilW UIHUU

ElToro

45

e

Phone

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All Kinds
JJ

V'ard

Phone, Red

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

PHONE 85 MAIN.

ejSttl

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

:

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

Pnone 14

It.

WHEN YOU CAN CiET THE

Delivered to your house.

:

?

:

Leave orders at

Patronize home industry.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M.JONES.

Capital City Ban kBIdg.

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

ru.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

j

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Its Hardware We Have

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

e

j

FACTORY WOOD

If

j

I

CAPITAL COAL YARD

14.

Why Import Mineral Water

j

R.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

1

j

e

g

.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

FIRST - CLASS LIVERY RIGS.
Also

First-Clas- s

Phcne Main

139

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310 San

Fradsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK 55.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
(French Noodle Order 70c. a disn,
furnished commerc al men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey 50c.
the surrounding osns. Wire E'.nbude
Station

1

N

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modhome-and
ern
why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ODS,

desired.

ow
rOTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

Phone

iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

JULIUS

Rooms With Bath,

THESE

The Tailor

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' 'Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Cycle
Pope Motor
Poer
4 Horse

A

PRICE, $165.00
Magneto.trouble
With Imported
with
a
doubt
left at the factory

Motorcycle without

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Dcors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

15-2-

You cannot get up to date printing
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material jnless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
Company has both, and at
the Bame time expert mechanics. Your the same time expert mechanics
orders are always assured pergonal at Your orders are always assured per
tentlon.
sonal attention.
Pri-ntin-

n

104Galisteo Street
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH

00S..

Agts., Santa Fe.

otan;: prepared according
ot New Mexico, new
to the 8
State ft ...i, (of sale by the NW
Mexican Prlu Ur j Company.
All leg

i

rs

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

MONDAY, JULY

8,
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CARDS

HIE

1912.

old New York.
Nearby were hundreds of old pipes
of another kind, long
churchward- ens" of the old clay pipe smoking
days, and probably
remainders of
many a winter evening at Fraunce's.
Hundreds ol oyster shells of a
unknown today also were found
and a considerable numlx r of bones,
seme of them having the appearance
o: human relics.
Coney Island Has 400,000 Visitors.
Four hundred thousand persons, the
lurges number iu many years, visited
Coney Island yesterday. Hath houses
were at a premium before noon and
later could not be had at any price.
One hundred
lost children
were
brought into the station house.
None Compete for Gould Air Prize.
The "Edwin Gould prize of $15,0(10
for an aeroplane which would fly with
two motors and two propellers, the
motors
or
working
independently
jointly, went out of existence roday.
The prize was offered by Mr. Gould
two years ago at a dinner given by the
Scientific American.
The competition, which was to take
place on the new aviation field near
Hicksville had no entries.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

FORM

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney ani Csunselor at Law.

Proceeding to Dissolve an
Insurance Company Was
Begun In 1822 and Is Still

Judicial District.

on Dockets In New York
Having Just Been Brought
to Its Conclusion Last Week
New Astor Heir in Near
Future News From Gothams Busy Whirl.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court as
well as betore the Supreme Court oi
the State.
New Mexico
Las Cruces, G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel a at Law.
Practice iu all the District Cjurt
(Our New York Letter.1)
and gives special attention to cases
New York, July 8. A case which
before the State Supreme Court.
has kepi its place on the calendar of
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M. the New York courts for
ninety years
1'as just been brought to a conclusion
C. W. G. WARD,
here. The action, which has long been
State District Attorney.
known as the "oldest living suit," was
For San Miguel end Mora Counties begun in 1S22, and was brought to
New Mexico. trial in 1 S20 before Chancellor Kent.
Las Vegas, It was instituted to dissolve the I'nit-eHARRY D. MOULTON,
Insurance Company of New York
.
Attorney-at-Lawand the chancellor directed that the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
corporation should be wound up. its
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
assets were collected and its debts
Land Claims and Conttsts a Specialty
having been liquidated, proceedings
were taken tJ distribute the remainEASLEY & EASLEY,
stockholders and
der among the
.
R.
Chas. F. Eajsley,
Chas.
Easley, creditors of the company.
.
Attorneys-at-LawThe identity of the persons to
Practice in the Courts and before
whom certain claims should be paid
Land Department.
was still in dispute when the liquidatLand grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N M branch Office, listen-cia- , ors completed their work and the
N. M.

Attorneys-at-La-

What S.S.S. Stands I
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Arthur j. Evans is Detained Francisco Chaves is Chargad
by Rebels at Colonia Diaz! With Cruelty by Daughters
Who Borrowed Provisions
From Neighbors.

But His Companion Escapes
Across U. S. Border
AUTHORITIES

TO

SECURE RELEASE
(Special Correspondence.)

(Special Correspondence.!
GRAFT IS TROUBLE
July S. There is
FREE LUNCH AND CRIME
Roy, X. AI., July s. Considerable
WITH UNHAPPY MEXICO-excitement in Deniing ov- - citeinent has been caused here by the
IS SALOON KEEPER'S PLEA.
er the detention in Mexico of Arthur
charge made by the three grown Former
J. Evans.
The first report reaching daughters of Francisco Chaves who
Secretary of State Hernandez Intense Interest in Los
j
t
Angeles
Who is Exiled in Kansas City Gives
here was to the effect that one of has a claim in the canyons west of
By W. C. T. U. to Prevent
Interview Denouncing Both Madero!
his companions had been killed. This town, that he drove them from home
Festive Hot Dog and Cheese Being
and Orozco.
report was untrue, iiis companion, ;,i the point of a pun because they
Dispensed With the Schooner in SaKansas City. Mo., July S Biaulh.:
Gates, escaped and returned to Co- - hud asked neighbors to loan them a
loons Bartenders Assert They Preonce
Hernandez,
of
of
state
is
and
Evans
in
states
secretary
that
small quantity of Hour with which to
jUunbus,
vent Drunkenness.
Chihuahua
a
in
and
the
.Mexican
It.
was
at
Colonia
Diaz.
figure
jail
reported make bread. They assert they were
is
Kansas
revolution,
visiting
GIVES
City.j
jhere this afternoon that the authoii-- ' hungry. Chaves was arraigned lieI .os
Angeles, July S. .Members of
lies had been reached and that F.vans forf, K justjce of the peace.
The Professor lernandez he is an educa-- '
the W. C. T. l and a delegation o'L'
in his country
tor
was
one
of
the
would be released this afternoon.
to
ills told their story and seemed
saloon keepers appeared before tho
Mrs. .M. Lanier, of Kl Paso, yester-- ' agree on the essential points. They group of men who, choosing .Madero
council today to argue for and
city
as
revolu-their
launched
the
leader,
'
and said that while their father was away
day purchased through Smith
against a proposed ordinance to proWells six acres of land from the last week, they ran out of provisions tiou against the Iiiaz rule.
hibit free lunches. The V. C. T. I
Later, he says, when he saw that took
Homeplot Co., near town, the consul-- ; and were compelled to ask aid of
the, ground that the elimination
his
ambition
on
Madero,
his
Her Purpose in Big Founda- eration being $75 per acre.
personal
He became angry
causing of the tree lunch would advance the
neighbors.
him
to
lose
of
the original revosight
cause of temperance.
Hon Funrl is in Malp The hay and implement bain of F. return after finding out what thev
The saloon men
Iliad done and drove .hem from his lutionary cause, was trying to do over asserted that the
(, :,etpr,cm caught
,.e ye8UM.oay
lunch is a val,
what
Diaz
had
he
a
resign-of
again
dedone,
at
the
severely
gun
was
about
point
$3,000,
money involved
uable aid to temperance.
Chanty Unnecessary by ternoon, but the fire was quickly
ed
his
of
oflice
of
of
state
aid
them
for
and;
secretary
asking
the prompt work of the condemning
posited with the state comptroller.
tinguished
"Many men go to saloons at noon to
leacnmg reople to nelpjDemIng fireby coml,.uiy
0I.!,he neighbors. The three girls never helped Orozco to organize the a lit get, lunch, and of course they must
The descendants and heirs at law of
Madero
desparty.
Themselves and to Prevent! twenty bales of hay badly scorched had been to town in their lives
the claimants recently proved their
drink," said the leader of the W. C. T.
l.ltrt tlin '!ief thnt thev were boni
But. Orozco
proved a disappoint- U.
title to the sums and a court order
ktr P.AAr,tof:,rAlWi the extent of the damage.
Imtnii
Lift
with
film.
Cfiin.
ment.
Bike
the
cause
'
Madero
real
'
"
for;
will be served on the state comptrol
citizens!
A number of
"Yes, and after a man eats he drinks
prominent
Measures.
fighting was overcome by personal am-- ' less than he did before," replied the
ler this week for payment of the
were entertained last evening at the;iiv enouii ciuuusi mi uiriM in i'iuill
tect tbem and wandered about
hition, according to Hernandez, where- spokesman for the saloon men. "A
money which has been in the hands of
Harvey house by Thomas .Marshall at
They were upon Professor Hernandez severed his
night in the darkness.
the state for eighty-siyears.
Xew York, July 8. When
Russell an elaborate banquet in celebration of found by persons living near the river t onricctions with Orozco and from an man always gets drunk quicker and
wants to drink more when his stomthe
of Woodrow Wilson byf
11,111
'
Only the principal of the fund can
r nomination
a! ardent revolutionist became an evolu
erh
.
iami lironsrht here for nrotection
ach is empty. Another fact you seem
be recovered by the claimants, but if will was made public in which he gavelne democratic convention tor presiof
u
re1m.n m)m,
xm?
tionisf.
to have overlooked is that free lunches
(i(;ntand
they could collect the amount with! to his widow all his eighty million dol-- j
the girls had shoes or stockings
"The situation in Mexico can be setprevent many crimes. A man 'down
without
has
or
a
let
Wade
ordered
Ilerren
fifty
hindrance,
would
except
be
compound interest they
,nl(l
stoi v of hardship and want that tled only through evolution," said Pro- and out,' hungry and
desperate, will
few
a
to
hundred
take
Bessemer
dollars
which
to
went
horsepower
engine
titled to more than $585,000. The state
They fessor Hernandez last night. "Mexico go into a saloon, eat a free lunch, and
iu.miKP,j
general sympathy.
of Xew York therefore has benefitted legatees, the world rose up and asked the place of the forty horsepower en xve,.t RiVoii in charge of good families has too many grafters and too little
satisfy his hunger, and with this satgme he has now installed on his place hor. anli
to the extent of more than $5SO,000 'What will she do.'"
for. Mrs. education. II is only after terrible suf- isfaction
UP provided
disappears all incentive for
of
south
miles
town.
of
iour
a
Fortune.
aid
for
a
Disposition
call
of the $3,000
A. S. Bnshkevitz made
by its custodianship
fering and bloodshed that justice and going out and holding up someone,
W. W. Reese is experimenting witli!;,nd received a donation of money, honesty
The world knew that she had been
will finally get the upper which in many cases results in mursince 1S2G.
denied free use of money by her sav a number of pumps to est their em-- j clothing and other necessities for the hand. The fighting will go on and as der."
An Astor Heir in August.
The two ones three girls.
the ing husband, who kept wonderful ciency in irrigation.
Mrs. .Madeline Force Astor,
heretofore, will accomplish nothing.
Action was delayed for a week to inMadero can not last much longer. He vestigate further.
widow of Colonel John Jacob Astor, guard over the amount, he gave her, unfamiliar to this valley which he is
Trail-now
wondered
if slip
has only about $10,000,000 Mexican
experimenting with are the
left the Astor home at Fifth Avenue land the world
, g o b PI 1 1 IT I Tl I T fl
The U j M ML U
money left with which to defend himstreet yesterday to go wouldn't have a taste of luxury and or pump and the Pennington.
and Sixty-sixtSee the Cylinder's S .cret. It's by
$j M
HH
H I 11111
self. Then perhaps will come Orozco Vitagraph and at the Elks'
mgh living. Every penny was hers former is a modification of the old P. Til j 111
to Zernardsville,
fj
N. J. She was
tonight.
I
l
ill-iIII
ll
But Rus - lK. Woods pump upon the ipiinciple of WW
More war, Hon't miss it.
and after Orozco what?
by her father and will stay under her absolute control.
screw
'a
sell
The
knew
his
wife
than
better
more traitors to the cause, perhaps.
Pennington
Ssge
propeller.
away for a week or more. The new
"The masses are too ignorant to
HT
B
jis a true turbine. Both these pumps
Astor heir is expected early in Au- ,the world.
The public gasped a bit when it was will receive thorough tes;s on t he
help themselves and the leaders are
She desires to get away from j
gust.
i
announced soon after Mrs. Sage came Reese farm.
too much imbued with lust for personthe heat of the city. But Vincent
into her fortune, that she had given
al wealth and power to help the massof Birmingham,
A. Weed,
Walter
wanted
Mrs.
Astor's
Astor,
stepson,
Usual Santa Fe Climate Re- es. Education is the only solution. But
ten million dollars
to charity the Ala., is in Doming prospecting.
DISCHARGES
her to stay at the Astor home and perthe c.coree Harris, of Kl t'entro. Calif..1
RELIEVED IN
largest
philanthropic amount
But fear it will not. come until after the
Job
the
mains
on
Right
iu .cw
sutiueu nei lu cuiue uuci
...i , .
...,.
e....
known. When she ,B
war and grafting have exhausted the
"
" 1,.,
Vincent Astor has two reas- York.
124 HOURS
Temperature Makes Over- life blood of the nation. Then from
Ming it gasped again. lt, is
Anl(,rican Well
yMj0m of
One was sentimental
He beons.
and
a
new
but
will
ruins
Harh Capthe
nation, i VF T. ii H
,
onger gasping,
spring
raising up
lieves the proper place for an Astor calling her blessed.
sulc bears MIDY
l;"'Kb ( - ktt tu (,ovlb esteida.i coats Entirely Superfluous-Eight- founded on liberty and ruled by justhe
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H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
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HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVh.v
TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
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UME EROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red f.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5' p. m.
And by Appointment.
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STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
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M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,
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L. F. MURRAY, M. D..
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main
CALL
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Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE

The familiar letters. S. S. G.. Rtntirl for Riwft'R Snrf Srwr5fir a name
honestly and fairly earned by a great Wood remedy. It is worthy of iti
j title because it really CURES every ailment resulting
from impure blood.
i .ic majority oi jiuysicai aimctions are caused by bad blood, because a weak,
circulation
polluted
deprives the system of its necessary strength and
powers. S. S. S. cures every disorder which comes from
Wean or diseased blood, it tones
tip and regulates
every portion of the system, and creates an abundant supply of nourishing" properties which fill the
circulation and brin;j health to the body. S. S. S.
is made entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs
and barks, which are also possessed of great tonic
properties. It does not contain a partie'e of mineral or other harmful drug, and is therefore the purest and safest blood medicine for young or old..
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula. Malaria and all other
troubles of a deranged circulation. Write for free book on the blood and
any medical advice. No charge for either.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
j
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Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos, - -
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FOR BIDS.

Sealed proposals for the purchase of
$200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
cf New Mexico to be issued under authority of an act of the First State
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
"An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the first fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requirements thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational,
state and charitable institutions and hospitals and all
other expenses required by existing
laws of the State of New Mexico and
making appropriations for deficiencies in revenues of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurred by the requirements of existing
laws.''
Approved June 13, 1912.
Which said bonCs are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and absolutely due and payable five years after their date, interest payable semi
annually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said period to be evidenced by coupons attached to the said bonds, interest pay- able on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest
payable at the office of the State
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
said bonds to be redeemable
each year, in serial number commencing with numuer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
first of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addiessed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the 15th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o'clock noon.
one-fift-

h

one-fift- h

N. MARRON,
Treasurer of (he State of New Mexico.
O.

Are You a Seller7 An advertisement in th classified columns or the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
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at
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end
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stadium.
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acres now irrigated, according ders around Willard and Estancia, by facts based on actual experience.
to 10.35 for ribs.
40
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Chicago
I
mind
saw
when
be
will
this
awarded gold medals which are
my
year
apple to Engineer Miller's report.
This es- - the magic of the pump. Here the cost
Kansas City.l
28
40
.588
Pittsburg
Using the Mimbres Valley as a lead- offered to all jumpers doing more than
trees springing from the parent root timate includes the largest irrigation of an acre-foo- t
of water is about $1.75.
38
Kansas
36
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Mo., July 8
Cattle, Cincinnati
City,
of
for
ing
exponent
irrigapumping
three meters, 10 centimeters.
full three centuries old and still bear- project in the world, now being con- The products there this year show
30
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35
Philadelphia
6,000, including 2,000 southwe. submit the following facts:
receipts
tion,
C.
was
in
first
Seiclitiras,
Greece,
ing fruit.
structed at Elephant Butte, down to
27
pounds of beans per acre, 200 Relinquishments
43
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Native steers Brooklyn
from present hold- - this event, with 3 meters 37 eenti- erns. Market steady.
Xew Mexico surely is fulfiling the the smallest valley consisting of only bushels of
with other ers of land
28
47
.373
0.50(9.00; southern steers 6.258.50; St. Louis
be obtained for from meters.
may
Boston . . .
Market gardens
21
crops in proportion.
52
.2SS
cows
southern
heifers
and
3.25i?5.25;
scriptual prophecy: "And the desert a few thousand acres.
$5 to $25 per acre. Unimproved deed- In the first heat of the 10,000 meters
shall be made to rejoice and blossom
The people of this grand domain, produce $300 per acre or better. This eu land may be purchased from $15 to
native cows and heifers 3.255.75;
walking, Ray Goulding of Ontario.
American League.
as the rose." Isaiah might have been where health, opportunity and opu- yield, really applies to all our valleys. $100
per acre; the price regulated to a and F. J. Webb, England, led from stackers and feeders 4.25 7.00; bulls
Won. Lost. Pet.
At Alamogordo the pump ls also be- certain extent by the distance from start to finish.
speaking of our region, when he re- lence await the man who says "I
3.75S6.00; calves 4.00ff8.00; western
Boston
52
ferred to roses; for nowhere under the will," is going forward with rapid and coming a great factor in agriculture. Deming, the chief market town of the
24
.68 4
The disqualification of the American steers 6.50(5850; western cows 3.25
31
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Washington
canopy of heaven do flowers grow irresistable strides, and the true Am- - The Albuquerque region, in fact the Valley.
of the 400 6.00.
Tracts of five to twenty quartette in the
UU
more luxuriously than in the great erican spirit.
41
.on
The best civilization whole Rio Grande Valley, is taking on acres, with water developed, may be meters relay race, after defeating
Market
3,500.
Hogs. Receipts,
42
31
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Southwest.
Chicago
of our country is joining the forces I an era of prosperity by the instrument purchased, close in, t $125 o $150 per Great Britain's team in 42
seconds, strong to 5c. higher. Bulk of sa'es Cleveland
37
36
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was a disappointment to their friends. 7 2.(57.25; heavy 7.45 if? 7.55: packers
Do you know that I have "wished of nature in bui'ding a commonwealth
water, pumped acre.
tality of
Detroit
37
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In the trial heats, the majority of file and butchers 7.35(57.50;
There are a
a thousand times, since moving from which will be the peer of any of the from the earth.
7.20
lights
A well, pump,
and
St. Louis
20
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teams were scratched
and with climatic conditions ber of, small irrigation we'ls in the
and conse- 7.45; pigs 5.50(8 6.75.
my native State of Michigan 'to the
electric motor, sufficient to irrigate
Xew York
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the United States, Canada,
quently
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vicinity of Fort Bayard, the largest 150 to 200
"Sunshine State" that all the intelli- surpassing them all.
Sheep. Receipts, 5.000. Market
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formed properly of the real conditions ticed irrigation since the latter part if not in the world. Speaking of
to $600 more, when driven
a
Won. Lost. Pet.
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the sixteenth century, so that we toriums, it truthfully may be said that
of things. If they were, New Mexico
2.75
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lings 4.00(fi 5.00;
St. Joseph
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.595
'1 he
gasolene engine; a crude
of the 100 meter 4 05.
never would again be delineated by claim nothing new except improve- - New Mexico is one great sanitarium oil
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Sioux City
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engine
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where health makes wealth easier and sive than
the clever cartoonist, that modern me- ments of method.
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40
39
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The American delegation
cheaper operating expense.
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had man with chaps and guns, but the can be, reclaimed by harnessing our 1. rtw
iv incii.
Market steady, strong Omaha
3S
38
.500
Getting right down to brass tacks, yesterday's race on the ground that
Beeves 5.75P Des Moines
kindlier pen would picture a. civiliza- rivers and streams, we have nearly a
The Mimbres Valley is situated in hi order that a child may understand the absence of the American swim- for good, other easy.
36
38
.48'J
tion equal to the best, with all the half million acres of the richest soil in the southwestern
31
42
.425
part of the state and and computing the cost, of 100 or mers was due to a misunderstanding 9.20; Texas steers 5.807.40; western Topeka
frontier conditions and hardships for- America, which is, or may be, success - lies largely in Luna county.
stackers and feed- Cincoln
31
43
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It is more large and sma'l pumping plants, and the Olympic committee has decid- steers C.25(S8.60;
ers 4.00iffC75; cows and heifers 2.(0
ever gone.
fully irrigated by underground waters surrounded on every side by moun- - half cent to pump 1,000 gallons
of ed that the heats should be"
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
S.10; 5.508.75.
New Mexico should be given credit pumpeu irom snanow aepuis, iniriy-- : tain ranges, wnicli effectually protect water; a season s irrigation,
costing probably at the end of the meeting.' In
National League.
Market ,
Hogs. Receipts 30,000.
for erecting the first church in Ameri- five to 100 feet. Of this vast area, not L from severe storms;' an approach from $3 to $9 per acre,
second
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heat
the
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meters
10,000
according
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
Light 7.10'
ca, and it was on her soil that the over five per cent has been put under to a cyclone never having been the quantity of water required for walking there were 13 competitors. steady to 5c higher.
Boston at St. Louis.
mixed 7.057.62
The Englishman, Yates, led easily. 7.02
heavy
first permanent settlement of white cultivation, but that five per cent has known.
Its level area is well de- - various crops and the skill of the
New York at Chicago.
men was established.
to the world the abso- - scribed in a recently published report rigator.
Our history
These figures are based on The two United States representa- G.957.C5: rough 6.959.75; pigs 5.35
Philadelphia at Pittsubrg.
7.10; bulk of sales 7.357.55.
has been a struggle for
political lute guaranty of wealth, vouchsafed of Charles D. Miller, Territorial En-- electricity at three cents per kilowat, tives, Fred Reiser, X. Y. C. A., and
American League.
Market
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Receipts
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St. Louis at Boston.
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steady
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respectively
crude oil at six cents per gallon, and,
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with the increasing consumption, all only the first named is qualified for 5.40; western 4.757.40,Western League.
final.
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walkers
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4.758.10;
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IN
SOAKED
COFFEE.
products
getting cheaper, were more than a
Denver at Des Mdlnes.
winwestern
behind
5.00S.10.
the
lap
are done ner
Plowing and irrigation
Lincoln at Omaha.
Until Too Stiff to Bend Over.
at the finish.
St. Louis, Mo., July 8. Wool steady.
every week of the year, in most of
Wichita at St. Joseph.
Summaries,
10,000 meter fiat race:
Territory and western mediums 20
the market gardens, vegetables are
Topeka at Sioux City.
"When I drank coffee I often had
Kolehemaien, Finland, first; Louis 24 Fine mediums
irri-- :
'round.
th
grown
Winter
1820; fine 14
year
National.
bilsick headache, nervousness
Carlisle Indian school it:
and
Tewanima,
gation for spring and summer crops second; A.
At Pittsburg (first game) R. H. E.
iousness much of the time; but about
Stenroos,
third:
Finland,
New, York Cotton.
is gaining in favor.
1 6 1
Joseph Keeper, Manitoba, fourth; O.
two years ago I went to visit a friend
Xew York, N. Y., July 8. Cotton Pittsburg
Of course the profits interest every- A. Orlando,
5 10 3
."
.
Philadelphia
Post-iimfifth.
minTime
Italy,
and got in the habit of drinking
spot closed steady. Middling uplands
Batteries: Camnitz, Cole and Gibbody. Based on the actual experience utes, 20 seconds.
12.15; middlings gulf 12.40; sales 400 son; Alexander and Killifer.
Cincinnati-Bof our farmers during the past two
"I have never touched coffee since
Eight hundred meters, flat race: J. bales.
rooklyn
rain.
years, we can say: Alfalfa, $50 to $70 E. Meredith, Mercersburg,
game
postponed,
and the result has been that I am now
Academy,
Kansas City, Mo., July 8. Kansas,
jnet profit per acre: pink beans. $30 to first. Time, minute, 51 9
seconds.
entirely well of my stomach and nerA LETTER OF COMMENDATION.
Melvin W. Sheppard, I. I. A., second.
game postponed; In$0; white onions', $250 to $325;
vous trouble.
(Tea contains caffeine,
The fo:iowing letter of commenda- dianapolis failed to arrive. Two games
$350 to $150; tomatoes, $400 to Time 1 minute 52 seconds.
Ira X.
the same drug found in coffee.)
$500; potatoes, $200 to $300:
kaffir Davenport,
of Chicago, tion of his recently published history Wednesday.
University
"My mother was just the same way.
has been received by Hon. B. M. Read. BASEBALL
corn and milo maize, $30 to $75; third. Han Braun,
Germany, fourth.
We all drink Postum now, and have
This letter from so distinguished a
In the final running high jump:
watermelons and canteloupes, $250 to
Philadelphia, Pa., July 8. First
not had any coffee in the house for
W. Richards of America, with 193 source, clearly shows how the work of game:
:$275; casabas, $300 to $325; garden
two years and we are all well
vegetables, including celery, chili, rhu-- i centimeters, (a little more than 6 Mr. Read has been received by
Philadelphia 4; 9; 1.
"A neighbor of mine, a great coffee
Cieve'and
barb, asparagus, $300 to $1,000 per feet 4 inches) beat the Olympic record students and authors:
7; 12; 1.
drinker, was troubled with pains in
of six feet, 3 inches, made by Porter,
Las Vegas, Xew Mexico,
acre.
Brown and Lapp; Krapp and O'Neil.
her side for years and was an inva'id.
American at London in 1908. Liesche,
July 6, 1912.
Every kind of fruit, except citrus
She was not able to do her work and
Hon. Benjamin M. Read,
and George L. Horine,
Germany,
Let Him Know It If you are out ol
in
varieties
abundance.
The
grow
could not even mend clothes or do
Stanford University, with 191 cenSanta Fe, N. M.
a position, you must let the employer
Mimbres
first
would
Valley
have
the
she
where
all
at
captured
anything
also beat the record.
My Dear Mr. Read: I have now read know it. A. want advertisement in th
prize for the world's largest apple at timeters,
to bend forward. If she tried to do
J. E. Meredith was timed officially your book (Illustrated
History of New ness and professional man in the city
the
Louis
St.
Fair
in
1904; the big at the half mile
a little hard work she would get
.while
the Mexico) most carefully, and unhesi- and county and a great many in the
fel'ow weigaing
t
ounces, S00 meter race and brokerunning
srch pains that she would have to lie
the world's tatingly, and as your friend of many state. If you have any
and measuring twenty-twspecial talinches in record for that
down for the rest of the day.
distance, his time be- years, most joyfully pronounce it to ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
circumference.
It
is
to
to
"I persuaded her at last
interesting
stop
ing 1 minute, 52
seconds.
be a most superior production.
note that 100 trees in this same or-drinking coffee and try Postum, and
In style, composition, arrangement,
It will not pay you to waste your
chard produced this year 100 tons of
she did so, and she has used Postum
in fact, in everything which
tiem writing out your legal form
constichoicest fruit. It is a significant fact
ever since; the result has been that
tutes excellent historical composition when you can get them already print
that New Mexico apples,
made to
she can do her work, can sit down for
it reflects great credit and will stand ed at the New Mexican Printing
blush in beauty by our wonderful suna whole day and mend and can sew on
New York, X. Y., Ju'y S. In the ab- as a monument to your ability and pa- Company.
shine, command the highest market
the machine and she never feels the
sence of more definite reasons, the triotism, to your powers of discernprices in the world. Peaches, pears,
least bit of pain in her side. In fact,
heaviness of today's
stock market ment and reflection along lines in
;
and
all
nectarines
other
plums, grapes,
she has got well and it shows coffee
bank which the true historian excels.
deciduous fruits are grown at trein-- ; was ascribed to last week's
was the cause of the whole trouble.
I congratulate you most sincerely
endous profit. The opinion of others statement which disclosed an actual
"I could also tell you about several
deficit of over $5,000,000 and a heavy and hope that you will continue your
who
have
made
extensive
j
benebeen
investiga-other neighbors who have
tions in this region, may be of inter cash loss: This found some reflec- work in this most interesting field of
fitted by quitting coffee and using
tion in the opening rates for call research and thought.
est:
Postum in its place." Name given by
which was lent at 3 per cent.
In this connection it is but 'right
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postmaster General Hitchcock says: money,
and proper to state that Mr. Read has
Amalgamated
copper
sagged
again
"You have a marvelous develjpment on
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
the heaviness of coppers abroad.
expended in the pubication of his hisFor quick, convenient serving try
and bright future."
Alfred
book, "The Road to Wellville."
Henry
Bonds were irregular.
torical works nearly five thousand dolLewis writes: "You have a right to be
Further heavy selling, of leading lars already, and that every cent of
enthusiastic over your wonderful
issues, especially copper shares which that amount has been spent in Santa
It's great.
country.
It's majestic. probably had its basis in the
Fire, Life, Accident,
prospect Fe, thus putting in circulation in this
It's marvelous. It is a story that in- o1'
an adverse June report tomorrow city, and for the benefit of many
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
terests the human ramily, and th.3
the general level, of prices families nearly all his earnings. Mr.
brought
of immigration
that is fast still lower in the afternoon.
This is REGULAR Postum
Read could have saved several hundthis region will make
peopling
The market closed weak.
Some red dollars by having his works printin concentrated for nothing
it an abiding place much to h? defrom the low level was ef- ed by typesetting machines
INSTANTJOSTUH
,
but he
j
sired. Governor Folk says: "It is one recovery
ridded.
fected in the last hour but a fresh insisted in having it done by hand so
of the most favored parts of our Unselling movement set in just before as to give employment to from 12 to
ion."
Made in the cup no boiling
in another 15 men who had families to support.
City Property, Farms,
Lee A. Phillips, one of the largest the close, which resulted
I
It is to be hoped that the citizens of
ready to serve instantly.
Ranches, Orchards,
individual farmers of California, and
Postum
New Mexico and of Santa Fe will
Dairy Products.
chief of the loan department of the
Land Qrants,
Postum made right is
Elgin, 111., July 8. The quotation show their appreciation of Mr. Read's
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Comcommittee
of
of
Board
the
efforts
hisNOW served
Elgin
by liberally purchasing is
most Hotels,
pany, is an ardent advocate of pump'
His experience Trade this afternoon declared butter tory.
ing for irrigation.
Restaurants, Lunch Rooms,
firm
cents
Dound.
25
at
Mr.
Read
aside
for
tiflW
has
the
per
put
proves that one or two more crops are
Soda Fountains, etc.
Money and Stocks.
being, his work on the life of Alvar
possible under this system, and dit
Xew York, July 8. Call money 2
Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, and other
or
weeds
ches
do
noxious
not
carry
REGULAR POSTUM
15c size makes
Instant Postum is put up INSTANT POSTUIH 3Cc tin makes if to
Silver books, in order to devote his leisure
3; Prime paper 41-- to 41-2- ;
In
seeds from one farm to another.
Of TAI1
t
25 cups, 25c size makes 50 cups.
in
50 cups; 50c tin makes 90 to 100 cops.
moments to the preparation of a book
cans.
proof of his faith in the magic of the
Mex01:
New
of
and
civics
the
history
pump, he has very extensive loans In
SOLD BY GROCERS.
ico for the use of our schools.
This
BRAND.
the Mimbres Val'ey and other Irrigat.
A.
he has done at the urgent' request Telephone 194 W., Room 24
ed valleys of New Mexico, preferring
I'llls in lied and Wold tnetalliO
of many of our leading educators and
to make loans on lands Irrigated by
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Tak ft
iber. Bur mt Torn
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
other prominent men of letters.
pumping to land
irrigated by any
DIAMOND BRAND
fur Kft
owe
we
Read
To
Mr.
the
presentaPostum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.
other method.
yerkiiownsBest,Sa(t. Alwivs Relial l
tion ot the occupation and .conquest SANTA FE,
SOLD BY CRISIS ftUm'JiU
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Bargains'

The Shoe Men ham, John IMlueger, j
gives you a few hints in his advertise-- !
IN- incut today as to how to keep cool
around the feet. He always carrier
WEATHER FORECAST.
a full line of the host there is to be
Denver. Colo., Ju y 8. New
had in shoes.
!S Mexico, tonight and Tuesday
Uert Sloan and a party of fifteen Ifse Oaiance Of IHIS montH
fair. Not mud) change in tern- 11.
Siinta Feans rode to Spirit Lake and
pcraturf:.
mount Baldy yosieri'py.
They made:
the trip without Rccid.-ii- l and report a
Your Patronage Solicited
week of
LADIES' READY-TO-WEA- R
be
fine outing. The snow was still drift-- ;
ONE-HAL- F
Charles S. Craig is in the city fro:n ed many feet deep on the mountain.
SALE
125 Palace Ave.
Prinv-rMiss Rita
Mrs. Goodrich .lone-.- .
Venceslao Jaramillo is in the city .lories, Miss Dori
H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
and Grace!
ha-- :
from Kl Iiito.
were here has lasted nearly two yea. is and
:(!ooda of Templi
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
stirred the world by the ramifications
On El Monte Ranch is stirring westThey at" living at the ot
yesterday.
tile criminal association known in
ern drama.
on the '.'poor l'eIt's at the Elks'.
Jones summer ho
as the Camarra.
Italy
came
to
to
Santa
Fe
George .MeSpadon was down from cos and
spend
The ditect accusation was the mur-- j
Ilaton yesterday.
Sunday retuinin:: 'his taorr.itr;.
its'
li. M. Hopkins and Mrs Hopkins, of dcr of (ienuaro (luocooio, one ol
Why go hungry when you can get a
Incorporated 903
members, at Torre del Greco and oi
l Established 1856.
stove for $1.50 at GOKHELS.
Chicago, are in the city for a visit, his
wile, Maria Cittineili Cnocco:o.
.lack. hvans and Miss Murnion drove Mr. Hopkins is a well known physi
X
X X
The leader of the Cani:n'r:i
10 cioneia jesieruay.
,.iatl of Chicago and will make
AlUino.
known
as
ar'.'''!
was
Erricons,
H. Floyd ol ( arrizozo is a bust- - plication
before
Mexico
the New
tested in Brooklyn. X. v.. and was
to
heard of examiners lor a permit
ft ness visitor here today.
(taken to Europe hv Lieutenant .losetih
A
Hi uahlin ot Head, X. M., is a practice in the new S,ai"'
ON LAWNS, SUMMER !t
'i'etiosino a Xew York dotociho and
'f business visitor here today.
ONE-THIRIce cream pure and delicious. Served handed over to the Italian police at
D
Ladies'
Embroidered
value
While
w
.
.
$6.50
Dresses,
$4.75 y?
SILKS
FOULARDS
See The Forgotten I'ockethook at! at our fountain in any way ycu want it. Havre, France. Lieutenant Fotiosiuo
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $15.00 value, for
tr.e Elks tonignt.
Its a scream.
$9.45 k
Or delivered to your home. 2cok's.
afterwards was assassinated at PalerJ. C. Martinez, well known rancher
mo
and the crime was laid un the
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $10.00 value, for
Oakey Clifford, the well known auto
$6.85
of
HATS
of Taos, X. M., is in the city.
shoulders of tiie Camarra.
mobile man and owner of tiis taxi-caOne dollar is good for two in this lines in Albuquerque motored to Santa
one-thi- rd
off.
LADIES' BLACK SILK JACKETS, LATEST STYLES, AT A
sale at the Big Store.
Ke Sunday and returned this morn- BOTH
F
THEIR COST.
IN
PARTIES
NEW
it
.Mien H. Williams of Taos, X. M., ing. He
reports the roads in good IMEXICO
A
ARE
BOSS
RIDDEN
was a Santa Fe visitor today.
Do not miss the new line of novelties in COLLAR and
condition except where the Bernalillo
U
Sun- - county cloudbursts got in their deadly
in
was
Fe
Allen
Charles
Santa
15
cents
CUFF SETS from
up.
(Continued From Page One.l
work.
GO.
doy from his ranch at. I'ojoaque.
Waldo C. Twitehell since leaving the of Messrs. Barnes,
A.
. McAllister
and A. C. Austin
Penrose,
GuggetiAPRONS
of A- - IJT,
The very best
VZ
were in from Testi(tie over Sunday.
University of Michigan, has been f i - heim & Co , who have stolen the door
fine qualities of Ginghams and Percales
W. K. Kaser, of Las Vegas, is in !ing a very responsible position with plate with the name,
iuWj OvLj
but have no
ithe great Vulture Mines Company near moral right to the name or
Santa Fe on a brief business trip.
anything
The
Vulture is else. Therefore,
Chaves of Las Vegas is YVicUeriburg, Arizona.
hold every honest
Palicarpio
cue of the greatest gold producing
VOILES and COTTON ENGLISH
in Santa Fe today for a brief visit.
SPECIAL SALE OF
who
is true to Lincoln's!
Republican
WELTS The very latest in NovVANITY
A. S. Liijan. of Las Vegas, a well mines of Arizona. Mr. Twitche'l was memory, and principles, must
vote
elties for White Summer Suits.
known business man is a visitor here. reared in Santa Fe and his success is with those principles.
news to all the old timers in
!
A big laugh is the Lost Dog at the good
are
see
and
should
them
"Tnder such conditions the entire
you
They
nobby
New Mexico.
Elks- tonight.
local Republican organization in a
C.
of
Will
chief
for
Barnes,
elecgrazing
Notice Sparks has quit selling
state like Kansas, can rightly continue
WE HAVE MADE A BIQ SLASH IN
tric irons. He will let you try one the forest service .and district forester as such and vet is in rtntv h.inml Inv.
AlA. C. Tlingland have returned to
free and the iron wi'.'. sell itself.
ally to support the national Fro - a
H. C. Gowey of Newkirk. Oklahoma, buquerque from F'agstaff, Arizona.
Of course, I feel
gressive electors.
AT REDUCED PRICES
is in Santa Fe on a business visit.
History Now on Sale B. M Head's that in every such Progressive RepubFred AY. Fischer of Albuquerque, illustrated History of New Mexico, just lican state the Progressive candidates
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ment hopes to give to New Mexico a iive, wideawake, readable newspaper.
and not only that, but he
Had some one of the ,ady chauf.
wi!l ciuee- i- his record by loafing on! than his,
25c
Day, &
their jobs and inflating his budget. On 'thinks he can do it better than the fPUVB o Santa Fe knocked the day-th- e
other hand, the government will fellow who's doing it. There are notjljght ollt of the front wilKiovv of the
Hot & Cold calhs.
Electric Lights
Furnished rooms in connection.
In assuming the position as editor of The New Mexican we want to be unified. There will be one govern- many jobs in the world for the man Banki not,0dy would have laughed. The
own
a..u
earn
nas
wno
to
o.n.ne.u,
ins
event wouU, have been the text for
pay a tribute ot respect to our predecessor who has so long presided in the nient. not three.
G. Ll'?E HERRERA,
::
Prop.
of who was norii wnn a pew ler spoon in :a gerJpg of homilies on the danger 222 San Francisco Street
Bv relieving the commissioners
sanctum and stood at the wheel in the sometimes tempestuous seas that
his
jaws.
of
be
and
will
any
it
allowing
possiinexpediency
every newspaper man encounters in a voyage in newspaperdom.
If, when administrative detail,
The only real, soft snap I have woman to run an automobile, and the
ble tr pet the ablest citizens to de
we retire from the interesting and busy field we can leave behind a record
whi-heard of lately was at the Meadow result might have been a further cur-uvote the small portion of time
cf as faithful service as lias our friend Paul A. F. Walter, the regrets we will be
and tailment of the rights of women, by
to direct tne p j(y where one man stood
required
will have will be few. We shall think of him as he enjoys the fruits of city's business. The salaries of these slapped another fellow's
face for the enactment of a city ordinance.
So, most of the things in life are
minutes and got thirty
a well earned vacation in the woods and beside
the roaring mountain men will be nominal ($::ttO for the may- twenty-seveothers.)
for
the
looks
classed
or
as funny, serious or ordinary
it.
$201)
for
and
That
dollars
thousand
streams and can give him the Rip Van Winkle toast wherever he may be j
Thus, for the first time, is intro- like easy money one thousand dol according to the person involved and
in the future: "May you live long and prosper."
duced in an American city government lars a minute Most any of us would the point of view of the witnesses,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
responthe principle of concentrated
rovided the hittee was This all only shows that what we do
that
take
job
adsibility, a short ballot and expert
as harmless and mijd a man as one ar.J what we say is always coupled
With Woodrow W ilson and William Taft running for President where ministration.
u; with what our position in life's tur- Mr. Flynn, of Colorado.
I
about
The population of Sumter is
does Marse Henry Watterson get into the game?
we are acting our
Th" piesent political
mil 's. and
from
the
is
this
But
wandering
Fe.
Santa
of
that
as
same
the
our ever present and ever
situation emphasizes once again the old saying that pontics make strange
preacher and his work or the preacher Prt before
MOULTON-ESP- E
V
It is amusingly
bed fellows. The Governors who were in the lime light so conspicuously
who works. Any one coming down watchful audiences.
of noticeable in the little event noted,
nasnar
on
nvenue
mornine
the
lion
iu the preliminary game and were standing so strenuously together, have
From the
ai since me accioem, juuge Pope
July 4 would have seen Rev. J. M.
drifted apart and some of the Democratic brethren do not seem to know
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Side Liliej Shinier hoeing his own row and ho'd-- , bas been viewing the scenery from the
where they're at. It will be a daily stunt of vaudeville to watch the presin
of
his
seat
left
at
the
automobile,
ing it, too. with those working with
ent political race for the presidential goal.
him, in eradicating a promising weed the steering wheel.
crop from the front yard of the MeIt's back to the mallet for Flynn.
thodist church.
Now it is reported that the cow is doomed and that artificial milk
There is nothing especially startling
BE
NOQ
Among those who also ran, let us
which science has about perfected, will replace the long cherished iacteai not
in this as a news item and the only
forget to include Orozco.
matter of news interest in it is that
fuid. If they keep on, science and invention will do away with all the
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
We would sort of like to have a the work adds to the attractiveness
beauties of farm life, and "back to the farm" will be but a ghastly call.
moving picture of Flynn's face the day nf the ch irch ya'rd and the street,
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS',
There will be nothing to go back for except to die.
hile it goes to show that everybody
after.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
works but father, even the minister,
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
S.
List.
Kl
in
notion
U.
for
Send
Paso
Price
of
the
man
Plans
and
to
Goverment
a
the
arrested
general
They
A man working in an Indiana cement factory got a coating of cement
the other day for carrying a pistol.
pret'eher will have to be wrap119
Don
Transform Into
Gaspar Avenue.
Bigger
under the skin by the dust working through ten pores. We know a grist of How times do change.
ped in moth bails and laid away.
Animal by Scientific
meu with Hard fares and they did no get them by working in a cement facIt is a fact that in this world and
Among our visible assets these days ago the man who don't work soon goes
tory, either.
of sure to the morgue of life's industries and
are the finest collection
AN UNUSUAL
INSURANCE CONTRACT
becomes an useless piece of architecenough Induins in the country.
Albuquerque, N. M., July S. The
ture in the world's machine.
THE
RELIANCE
FAMOUS
They say that meat is going up again and in the east round steaks will
"SELF
SUSTAINING" POLICY
6
days of the Spanish or "paint" pony
It should be remembered that even
be bringing forty cents by fail. It is presumable that the soup bone will
in
the
Southwest
The
are
A
numbered.
CHOICE
OF BULLETINS.
if the Chicago nomination was stolen
The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
soar next and, then it looks like hay and snow bails tor most of us, ac- ii was only a "conventional'1 theft.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It was a particularly noticeable fact I'nited States Government has deIt Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Prlue.
cording to the season.
let us Explain 11 to l ou.
that the reports from the Johnson-Flyn- termined to breed out as nearly as
CIT
In
Johnson says Flynn was easy.
GENERAL AGENTS
farce which was to make Las possibe the last vestige of the broncho
& HALL ROOM 31. JCAPITAL
HALL
. i I
to the
our humble opinion, the fellow who Vegas famous and didn't, attracted at from the animals brought
A New York couple were married after a courtship of
bought a $20 seat was easier still.
thirty-fivleast ten times more people about the Pueb'os of this country by the Spanish
bulletin boards then were drawn to armies. P. T. Lonergan, superintendyears. If they had waited a little while longer the marriage might have
That Chicago policeman who re- get reurns from either the steam rol- ent of the Indian day schools at Albubeen one of those that are said to be made in Heaven.
signed from the force to become a ler exhibition at the coliseum at Chi- querque, is in charge of the movebanker evidently had a fairly good cago or the
embroglio ment.
Staliions were imported from Texas-Thebeat.
It
a week later at Baltimore.
staged
There is a man in this state nanud Hogshead.
When Mr. Hogshead
are of the Morgan variety and
hardly creditable that the American
h
once gets filled up on a Thanksgiving dinner it ought to last him for
Orozco's soldiers are deserting be- people 'are more interested in the per- will be kept at the government staTHE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
All Indians of the state will
cause of a lack of food and money. son who is to be the heavy weight tions.
a while.
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
Has Terrazas run out of beef on the champion in the fisticuff arena than be encouraged to aid in the moveCor.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
hoof?
who is to be President of the United ment.
No
kind
of
ever
MACHINISTS
to
horse
has
ONLY EXPERIENCED
the
but
it
looked
pleased
that
Seligman
way
States,
JUST THE THING FOR SANTA FE. By an act of the last legislature thev
the Indian as well as the "paint." The
The Elks have banished the "goat". Bystander.
and
run
not
a
an
like
a
Just
between
or
city
the stereotyped One of these days we may summon up
option
Why
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day
Night.
This is a
world the funniest horse is in keeping with his desire for
Water
vate business corporation with a board commission plan, with three distinct courage enough to apply for a mem- I ever saw. funny
THE
ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
.We bewail the fact that something gaudy in dress. The SpanSts.
of directors to lay out policies aud an heads, and the city manager plan, bership.
Phone your call.
the cost of living is up therein the ish pony was a favorite of the ranches
Giving the best service at all times.
expert manager to look after the de- - j which had been difcussed and approv-tails- ?
ozone of the aeroplane and shows in years ago because of its hardihood.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON BAND.
That Republican platform resembles sign of falling, and while we blaspheme
jed over the lengtii and breadth of
This was the question put up to the j the land but never adopted by any one of those engraved and many color- at this condition and anathematize
New Mexican want ads. awayi
people of Sumter, S. C, on June 12th. city. Sumter took the bit in her teeth ed mining prospectuses offering stock methods of men and policies of parties bring results.
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Helping a Woman! Fraternal Societies
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Nash
figure at Maxwell this fall. Home
48
43
Harlan
We arc an cv. fully con enthusiastic boosters and are interestmade pumpkin pie and baked squash! ourselves?
4 Oj
4 2fi
Ut-ed in eveiy movement that lends
Park. N. M..
to
We see a
That sounds like things hack home in ceited part of creation.
the upbuilding and fame of Santa Fe.
pm
the stone bruise age. The Maxwell beautiful (lower, come upon a beautiHow
Mail tells about the feed at .Maxwell, ful landscape view and ray:
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North,
nice! How happy we should he when
this
way:
i.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., me ets trains at Preston, N. M.
Squash wo think of this being creati d for our
Pumpkin Pie and Raked
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for E lizabethtow n, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily Day is an assured fact for Maxwell enjoyment.
I'o you really believe in
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $2.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- this fall. While no general meeting the making up of tlu-sPalace.
things that
R. R. Pollock and party, Albuquergage carried free.
'has
held to discuss it, the affair you were given more consideration
been
X.
for
11:11
the
south
M.,
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines,
at
p. in.;
has been talked over among the busi- (ban the bee, the bottle, the ox or the que.
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
Leo llorsch and family, City.
ness men and many of the farmers, fowls of the air? What do you think
(1) Daily.
Venceslao .larauiillo, El Riio.
of interest shown about it anyway?
the
and
amount
from
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
Benjamin L. Martinez, City,
it is safe to say that Maxwell will
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
('has. E. Doll, City.
have a glorious celebration this fall.
Young Cox Injured.
Mr. and Mrs. King, City.
Albert Bacon Cox was quite serious-injureS. Spitz and family, City.
l.v
while coming to Las CrnBANK AT MAGDALEN A.
The Misses Sopci. City.
We learn with great pleasure the cps from his home south of town
The Misses (laliagher, City.
morning, when his horse ran
movement which Messrs. Bartlett and
.1. White,
M
City.
Faulkner are making in the way of into a barb wire fence on the Paseo
Mr. and Mrs. A. Seligmaa, City.
and caught the young man's foot in
establishing a national bank at
Mr. and Mrs. A. Paul and baby, City.
and the advancement already the wire, tearing if across the instep in
S. (j. Bratton. Farwell, Tex.
acquired by these two progressive a very painfull maniier. Albert was
A. tv Lujau, Las Vegas.
business men. Such steps were not laken home and his wound attended by
Mr. and .Mrs. ,1. B. Uoutchey, City.
long ago predicted by us here and l'r. McRride. It will confine him to
.Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coard, City.
while we have a high class institution home for some time but is more pain.Manuel B. Otero, ."ity.
Young Cox was
in that line at present at that lively ful than serious.
Dr. Win. it. Lucken, Ft. Santou.
Masdalena town, we earnestly believe speeding his horse with the thought
Uias. S. Craig, Denver.
that there is a splendid opportunity of entering him in some of yesterday's
Thus. Cowiicn, Kansas City.
races
and
horse
the
to
the
used
busibeing
successful
with a brilliant and
Henry Tru , bridge and wife, Den- ness future for an additional inde- lange failed to see the fence.
ver.
pendent hank there. Some of our loH. C. Comey. Xewkird, Okia.
Accident at Roy.
cal business men are writing offers to
R. E. Twiichell, Las Vega.-,- .
are
hank
and
new
with
stock
The
the
buy
Liberty Township celebration
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
Little!
highly congratulating its firs; organiz- was marred by an accident.
Joiiii J. Fox, St. Louis.
clever and wise move.
Clenn Hayes, the
1912. Low
son oi
er? for
E. R. Mover, Dener.
Mrs. Minnie Hayes
kicked by a
Magdalena News.
,1. E. Brown, Las
Vegas.
horse and seriously injured.
He was
E. .M. Hopkins and wife, Chicago.
Another Nature Fake.
near
the water wagon where
playing
limit!,
W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas.
James B. Smiley, who is farming Mrs. Routine's pony was lied when
W. W. Wooiton, Ann Arbor.
animal
the
kicked
him
the
under
of
east
En
Eearl
the
Portales,
place,
Coronado.
and
the
ran
wheels
over
him.
buggy
has a rather interesting story to tell
McSjiaiKU-n- .
Raton.
George
a
His
face
was
rib
bruised,
badly
as to the prospects of his canteloupe
.1. C. Martinez,
Taos.
and his little body was
fractured
It
while
that
engaged
crops.
appears
Chas. Allen, Pojonqae.
He was
IF VOIR VACATION IS SHORT USE THE
in picking beans, of which he has two fiightfiilly bruised all over.
Montezuma.
town
carried
Mr. Taylor's auto
to
in
e.cres that are unusually good, he fell
A. C. MeCailb-ter- ,
Testique.
and given medical attention and it is
to examining the canteloupe vines. He
A. C. Austin, Tesuque.
Mrs. Routine
hoped he will recover.
himself
besides
and
Y.
that
M.
wife, is also
says
Palscn, Si. Joe.
suffering from the effects of a
F. X. Danch, Denver.
there were present Frank P,eard and
which
she
received
ankle,
sprained
AND SAVE
wife and some two or thr-eUnas. S. Pratt, New York.
others during the excitement of the acci.1. S.
who will vouch for the truthfulness
Mcllughes, Cerrillos.
dent.
14
TO KANSAS CITY,
HOURS
TO CHICAGO, 14 HOURS
Allen H. Williams, Taos.
of his statements in this particular.
Kdw. L'libarri, Las Vegas.
Me states that on (wo vines, or one
TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS
Mrs. Albright is Dead.
Mrs. W. Goodrich .lone
hill, he found two hundred and 'fifty
Temple,
Mrs. Elizabeth Albright,
aged S9 Texas.
blossoms and little canteloupes, and
Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.
years, mother of George F. and Col.
Uiette Jones, Temple, Texas.
of this number
were young J G.
r
Albright: and Mrs. John
Doris Jones, Temple, Texas.
me ons.
he vines were only two
of Albuquerque, passed
away
Grace Gooda, Temple, Texas.
and
feet long.
Saturday morning at ri:2H in the WetF. M. Wood, Denver.
10H1
at
home
North
Second
dinger
F. W. Fischer, Albuquerque.
MCQUEEN GRAY TO EUROPE.
;8)ret. Shs ,Hed aft,.r an iness of F. W. Reed, los Angeles.
Dr. Edward Dundas McQueen Gray,
ony one week with trollblps lnelden$
P. L. Eclials, El Paso.
,
eBllIll ui uie iii versii y , st
in old age. Mrs. Albright was born
H. J. Pulton, Chicago.
and
novelist
publicist, educator,
in Baravia. Germany, and resided in
Ikey Clifford, Aluuquerque.
foreign secretary of the National Ir- Hie state of Ohio for
V. H. Mahlin, Read, X. M.
nearly sixty
left Albuquerque
rigation Congress,
to Albuquerque
two
O. J. Hardin, Kansas City.
Saturday for Chicago and New York, years coming
to spend her last days. BeW. H. Floyd, Carrizozo.
accompanied by Mrs. Gray, to sail di- years ago
Theodore Chacon, Albuquerque.
rect for England. Following a visit sides the children there, another son
P. Chaves, ias Vegas.
to Mrs. Gray's birthplace and old of the decased lives in Oklahoma and
it. T. Lucas, Md., St. Louis.
home on the island of Jersey, Dr. and she is survived by many grandchildM. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
Mrs.
Mrs. Gray will go to France, where ren and great grandchildren.
Dr. T. P. Martin, Taos.
Dr. Gray will study and lecture at Albright was a devoted member of the
Win. D. Radciiffe, Helen.
two French universities, following Lutheran church at which place the
which they will continue to Switzer- funeral services were held Sanday
land to spend the remainder of the afternoon at 2:110 o'clock with inter- TONOPAH, NEVADA,
HAS DISASTROUS FIRE.
All
Cemetery.
summer, returning in the fall to take ment in Fairview
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
up their residence at the University members of the Albright and
of Durham, England. It is likely they
fami'ies will have the sympa- Two Blocks in Heart of Business Dist&
rict Were Wiped Out by Flames
will be again in Albuquerque
next thy of the community in their bereaveEarly This Morning Despite Efforts
spring, Dr. Gray having been appoint- - ment.
of Volunteers.
IN
Neveda, July S. Two
Tonopah,
blocks in the business
district, of
Tonopah were destroyed by tire early
Scores of volunteers joined
today.
in the fight against the flames, which
were fanned by a rising wind. Several
office buildings were destroyed. Many
also were, destroyed.
The
The masterpiece painted by Bert States as a community where the citi-- i dwelling
loss is estimated at about $200,000.
in
Old
zens so appreciated and understood
the
Phillips, and now hanging
The Tonopah Daily Bononza is probPalace, deserves a permanent place finished work of the artists of western
the heaviest loser. The paper's
among the treasures collected for the life. That is high praise from one who ably
was dehistoric building. This painting is en- is capable of judging. We can add fur- entire building practically
titled "The Relics of His Ancestors," ther proof of our appreciation of such stroyed.
The oaj.io of the fire is unknown.
and the theme and scheme of this work by the purchase of this masD. & R. Q.
on
truly great piece of work so thorough- terpiece and its presentation to the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that it society to become a permanent fixture
ly fit into the surroundings
& P. A.,
D.
T.
would be n misfortune to let it. go else- among the treasures of the old his- Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office fit Santa Fe, X. M.
where. It belongs in Santa Fe and in toric building.
June 10, 11)12.
the Palace of the Governors.
THE CASSIDYS LEAVE.
Xotice is hereby given that Julian
Mr. and Mrs. Geraid Cassidy left toThe idea was suggested by A. B.
Renehan that the painting be pur- - day for the Zuni country and southern Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
chased by the citizens of Santa Fe California where they will do a deal of on June 8, 1007, made homestead en
and presented to the Archaeological serious work during the summer try, Xo. 113S8, for lots 7 and 8 and
half of southeast quarter, sec
Society, Mr. Renehan
showing his among the Indians, Mr. Cassidy in touth
the painting and sketching and Mrs. Cas- lion C, township 13 north, range !.'
good faith by offering to head
east, Xew Mexico meridian, has filed
This is a plan that sidy in short story writing.
subscription.
The Cassidys have taken a great notice of intention to make final
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ought to be carried out, as it comto establish claim to the laud
mends itself from every
possible interest in the dramas that have been proof,
The West Point of th Southwest"
enacted here by the Kalem people and above described, before the Register
standpoint.
Ranked by United States War Deand Receiver of the U. S. land office,
Irving Couse, another distinguished their services have been greatly ap
Institupartment at "Distinguished
artist of Indian life said of Santa Fe preciated. Mrs. Casslday has gathered at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 19th
tion." Arm officers detailed by Wai
that it had no superior in the United j much material for a novel and for a day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department
Xoverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, Xew
Through Academic course, prepar-- 1
Mexico.
leg young men for college or business
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew
lift. Great amount of open air work.
Housework is drudgery for ths reak woman. Sue brushes, dusts end scrubs, or Mexico.
Healthiest location of any Military
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, Xew
is on her feet all day attending to the many details of the household, her back achSchool in the Union. Located in the
Mexico.
ing, her temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of pain, possibly dizr.y
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, Xew
of the West at an elevation of 3'Vul
not permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervout women is satisfied
Mexico.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, and as Mrs. Ilrigjjs and otncrj testify :
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
5ay, but little rain or snow during tbi
It Makes Weak Women
and Sick Women V,'o!3.
Register.
season.
This " Prescription ' removes the cause vf women's weakness"!,
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
boats Inflammation
ulceration. St tra.iqafliees tho nerves,
and
FOR SALE A lot of second h?nd
11
encourages tne appetite and induces restful sleep.
graduates from standard eastern
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let everyone know what belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaftTen buildings, throughly
colleges.
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of ining; one 12 horse power and one Ti
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Do not let any druggist
horse power Leffe! Engine, :1rst cla"f
gredients on the
In all respects.
persuads you that his unknown composition is "just as guod"
condition; one 40 horse power locoin order that he may make a bigger profit.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pras.
motive type boiler capable of carrying
W. G. HAMILTON, Vic Pres.
.JIns.K!!Azir.T.I?::ioG8,of 529 X. Washington St.Delphos, 75 pounds of steam, pass J upon by
Ohio, writes: "Having taken your "Favorite Prescription,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
for a bad case of Intestinal disease and constipation with Boiler Inapector; radiators, stcani
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
woman's ills, for which I was almost unable to do anypiping and valves; a ,i0 gallon eiso
and W. A. FINLEY.
thing, I think I am safe In sayin? that there are no remedies line tank, with other sundry items.
in
liko
the
Dr.
world
Pierce's
Favorite
and
Prescription
For particulars and illustrated
'Purifying Lotion Tablets.' I am now enjoying the best of Any of these items will be sold cheap
addresa:
nealtb, and thank Dr. l'lerce for his wonderful medicines If taken
once. If interested adwhich havo dono me a world of good."
COL.
W. WILLSON.
dress the New Me.icii Printing Con.
Dr.
Pierce's
Pleasant
Peilcts
Baiooa.
liver
Has.
and
bowels.
regulate
Superintendent
pany, Santa Fe. Xe Mexico.

Pacific

Railway

masoni:.

Generally
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Hotel Arrivals.

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES

Mag-dalen- a

On Sale Daily,

June 1st

round trip
Until September 30th,
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
October 31st.
points. Final return

Diverse Routes

l

Liberal Stopovers

STATE LIMITED

'

one-fift- h

Wei-dinge-

one-hol- f

uoi-ar-

SUMMER TOO R 1ST RITES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

Wei-ding-

Stations on the Denver

Rio Grande

EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

H Among

the Artists

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations,
or write to any
etc., call
Agent or
F.
W.
Santa Fe.
Shea,

New Mexico Military

Institute

Housework Drudgery I
Strong

bottle-wrappe- r.

if

it

j

T

j

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

f
,7

J

4

R

li.ee

SAI.lv Two ytnry residence on
Lot ",n.24it feet. O. C.
ai-iiuc- .

a;..t,::

Co.

.('ST

r.itncii

of Keys.

tur,i to ibis ofi'.ce.
ol't'iee or on st ei

Retula

X

St

V.

e c o n
convocation
Monday of each men.
at Masonic Ha.ll

i

S

GOLDEN

.

!';
I

Siiina Fe Chapter

1""

i

j

Sucreuu-y-

a

In-- !

271

quire

I

i"

11

Hail

-

7.30.
ALAN II. Mct'ORD,

RENT Furnished rooms.
Palace Ave.

FOR

Cation first .Mi,:id:.
of each mfinli a

:

K

A. K

&

cimnrioi.

Regular

iirif':-!li;',:-

S)

Lodei

Montezuma

Finder

host either at

ro-- I

post-- j

FOR 1! EXT Nice rooms furnished
for light hoiisel:eei;i.. with bath. Up.
stairs, over store. Kiank Andrews.
RUOMES FOR liEXT-Sin- gle
and
suite.
Furnished.
Apply to 237
avenue. Saturday
Washington
r.nd
Monday.
en

Santa Fe Commancei
no. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mor
day in each unnth
aaasunic
t.i
i

p. m.

Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and ha v.
rig all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.

't

W. II. KENNEDY, E. C.
w. E. GRIPTIX. Recorder.

j

Santa Fe tiOdge e Oliver Visible
Typewriter
No. 1, 141 i
Perfection
For sale cheap. Perfect condidegree. Ancient and Ac
tion and does splendid writing.
cepted Scottish Rite
Masonry mee's ci Could ship on approval and trial.
the third Monday of each monil Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening t Rosedale, Kansas.
Waeonic Hall, south side of Plaw
TYPEWR! TERS.
Visiting fcotis.i Rite Maons ar cor
Cleaned, adjusted a no repaired. Xe
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
Venerable Mastm plies.
Typewriters sold, exchaa.eett
ani rented Standard makes handled
HENRT S. STEPHEN'S, S2
AR repair work aril
typewrites guar
icretary.
Santa Fe Typewriter
antced.
Ex
. P. O. E.
mange. Phone 231.
4C0, B. P. O. E. hohb
Santa Fn Lodge ;,"r
OUR CREDENTIAL.
iti regular session o.
The Scoundrel who colleceted Pu- the second and fourt
fees in advance is a costly adverof ec pis'
Wednesday
tor the Santa Fe Business
month. Visiting broit tisement
All men are not alike, for
College.
era are inviteo ale
wo cin refer you to pupils in every
welcome.
sia'e from the Pacific to here.
We
FRAXK T. BLAND Y,
have not been Fast or North of ColoExalted lluler.
Pro- rado, or south of New Mexico.
P. M. A. LIEXAU,
f ssor Norton is paid by the English
secreiary.
Institute the owners of tin1 copyright,
to teach TEACHERS and the new
Sa l t a F e C a :n i A. B. C.
shorthand.
He is under con13514, M. W. A.
tract to remain in Santa Fe this year
fleets second Tus out at the
least, probably until half
day each month, no of
I'll:!, anyway finish all the pupils
clal meeting tLlrt
he enrolls.
There is ample time to
at Fire
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit, become dexterously clever before be
leaves this state for the next one,
ing neighbors welcome.
Texas. Procrastination creeps in, end
A. G. WHITHER, Ci nsul
the fear they are going to be swinCHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
dled again; but this is ignorance, ner-- !
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. vousness and an insult lo an Eng'ish-- !
lie will refuse to accept an- Lodge No. 25!). Holds its man.
from one who has bis
other
pupil
regular meeting on the firr.t doubts.
We take weekly payments,
Thursday of each mouth at
Teachers,
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m. from doubling Thomases.
anil
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Demonstrators, School Lecturers
Some
for our own advancement.
come.
suitable person will be appointed to
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
conduct this college, as we never close
DAVID GONZALES,
a branch once organized by Professor
Secretary.
Norton. Lei the 7th and Mh grades
'learn
shorthand and typewriting dnr-- i
F. V. FARMER
ing the vacation, that they may take
Homestead No.
teachers talk, pass their examinations
2879.
much easier, and be able to accept a
Brotherhood
of
situation when they 'eave the grades
American Yeom' lor
High school. If they don't they are
Meets First Fri
to leave to drive a wagon, or work
apt
day of the month tin a kuindry. Such, failures find their
at the Fireatan'-It is the one who knows more
level.
Hall. H. Kuivuitti
earns more.
that
A. E. P. Robinson.
See the printed testimonials from
Cor.
ec. Fred t.
those in the West of the I'. S. A. the
Alarifl.
Professor Wood,
past eight years.
recently the superintendent of the
ODD FELLOWS,
and
No. 2, I. O. O. F. High school is now at liberty,
Santa Fe Lodge almost free of his duties from the
submeets
regularly Board of Education. All business
Arithin
the
are
college;
8
taught
at
o'clocl
jects
every Thursday evening
Spelling, Puncin Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- metic, Penmanship,
tuation, Grammar, English, Spanish,
ers always welcome.
Shorthand, Blindfolded Typewriting,
and all other subjects by arrangeTABLE ALL
ments.
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LOCAL TRAIN
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The following are the time tabie
of the local railroads:
(015975)
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Small Holding Claim Xo. 527S.
Leave
Department of the Interior,
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ib No. u
United States Land Office.
westbound and Xo. lo eastbound.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
wing-mimed
claimant has filed nop. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to tice of his intention to make final
connect with Xo. 1 westbound and Xo. proof in support of his claim under
sections 1(1 and 17 of the act of March
i. eastbound.
3,
IS!) I 2(i Stats., S34) as amended
6
at
in
Fe
Santa
p.
Returning arrive
1
O.
...in p. in. to tiiw by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
ieu-vouuia rLV.e
o:y
ncct with Xo. 7 westboun i and o. 4 Stats., 470), and that C.said proof will
be made before Juan
Sandoval, at
eastbound
New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
Cuba,
Returning arrive Sania Fe at 8:3 viz: Earl B.
Young, of Senorito, Xew
p. m.
SE
SE
Mexico, for the SW
Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. m. to con S
S. 34
SE
SW
SE
nect with Xo. 8 eastbound and Xo. t T. 22 X., R. 1W., SW
X.
NE
westbound.
S
X
NE
SE
SE
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30 XE
NW
NE
W
NE
p. m.
W
SE
NE
SE
NE
NE
t
SE
Passengers for the Belen
SW
NE
NE
XE
and Pecos Valley points shou,3 now NE
NE
XE
E
SE
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 1 20 as (XW
Sec. 3, T. 21 X., R. 1 W.
heretofore.
Connection leaves Alkti
He names the following witnesses
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2: lit to prove his actual continuous ada. m.
verse possession of said tract for twenD. & t. G. Ry.
ty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
Arrive 4:20 p. ra. from north
of Ia Jara, Xew Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Xew MexNEW MEXICO Cb' JTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects wltb ico.
Any person who desires to protest
Xo. 4 east and 1 south and west..
Arrive 4:15 p. in. with connectioni against the allowance of snid proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
from Xo. 3 east.
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such
It will not pay you to waste your should not be allowed will be proof
given
Hem
writing out your legal form an opportunity at the above mentionwhen you can get thein already pant ed time and place to
e
ed at the New Mexican Printing the witnesses of Raid claimant, and tn
Company.
offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant
Subsvnbe tor the Santa Fe New
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
H
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
Register.
of the time and works for the
up
If you use embossed rtatlonery, you
building rl our new State.
can do no better than placing your orYou will never go wrong In letting der with the New Mexican Printing
your job printing come to the New prices will be quoted upon request
Mexican Printing ComDany.
Its fa Our styles and forms are strictly up
cilities are unequaled in the State. to dat.
a
follo-
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What is the difference between
meat shop and a bake shop!

IT STILL REMAINS
JULY 6

IN

SENATE.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 8. Senator
Dillingham was prepared to continue
lis defense of Senator Lorimer when
the Senate met today to resume consideration of the junior Illinois Senator's election. It is stil! "the legislative day of July 6" in the Se::ate and
will he until the final vote which unseats Mr. Lorimer or vindicates him,
is taken.
Senator Dillingham expects
to take up the entire session today
'with a continued analysis of the evi
dence and the plea that Mr. Lorimer'?
valid
election having been stamped
once by the Senate, cannot again be
in one the goods are rare; in the
questioned.
other, well done!
Senator Borah expects to speak at
some length, taking the other side oi
the argument. Senator Lea of Tennes-another r.f Mr. Ixirimer's on:io.i- is yet to speak. It is expected
ents,
Their
Improve
Rarity
vote may not be taken before Wed- the
By Good Cooking
.
nesday or Thursday. Some of Mr. Lor-believe
Senate
the
in
friends
inier's
ncl
Will
vote will be against him.
The Best Results!
Senator Dillingham, who continued
his defense of Senator Lorimer today
of
sought to show that money paid to
members of the Illinois legislature had
Will
been taken from the jackpot tuna
A
! nun- - Afi-o- .
: i.
TUa.
i iic
.vriife i
lg which had been m existence sinceIs
tie oeciareu iuai me umj endence against Lorimer. was that of
And You'll Bob Up
Charles A. White author of the original charges, who he asserted had entered the legislature with the piirpo.io
The Next Meal !
of accepting bribes.
Senator Reed of Missouri, asked if
it were not tr.ie that Senator
had loaned $10,0(1(1 to Lee O'Xeu
Browne for his defense of the le;al
proceedings against him growing out
Phone 92.
of the legislative charges.

The Home of Quality Groceries

i

Going Picnicking?
i

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

Picnic Would Be

Try Our Rare flieats

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
iWE ARI
i

We

itr

IDQUARTERS FOR

r
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AooetiziiiLmcfiicueiicacies
o

--

11

AND EVERYTHING

The Remembrance
Quality
Linger
zipped
Satisfied
For

THERE IS

Guarantee

Serenely

Lo'-ime-

lazaMarket Co.

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!
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NOW AT

annual report was adopted, " every
teacher in Chicago would be justified
DEMIffiEZ 15
in bringing suit for slander against
IN GUMBO the association."
The portion of the report she referBURDEN UPO
red to charged "stuffing of the enroll(Continued from Page one)
ment at the convention in Boston two
ended next Friday.
years ago when Mrs. Voting was
Before the directors, John R. Kirk, chosen president.
LAS VEGAS
President of the State Normal school
WAITS
at Kirksville, Mo., declared teachers
ON PRESIDENT TAFT.
were devoting their summers to specMan WhoJJ Tried Suicide to ial studies and to travel to such an
Remnant of Chicago ConEnd Life Wants to Go to extent that the very existence of the Republican
vention Will Inform Executive That
National Association was threatened.
Italy, But Authorities Fear G. W. A. Lukey, of the University of He Has Been Nominated and He
Will Then Say Who He Wants for
He May Kill Himself If Nebraska,, seconded the statement. Chairman
to Run Campaign.
Mrs. Ella Fagg Young, Superintend-- i
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Freed
(By
ent of the Chicago schools, suggested
Washington, D. C, July 8. The subj
the plan of holding the convention in committee
of nine members of the ReGREEK
the winter.
publican national committee met today
Tn an annual report before the dprior to a conference with President
TO
irectors of the association. President Taft to select a national chairman and
Carroll G. Pearse, of the National
campaign manager, it was the belief
Association, said the policy of many that a selection might not ba
8- .- Las Ve- X.
Las

1

HUG

II., July
Vegas,
of discouraging active membership in
has a wnite elephant" on her the Association, was a wrong policy
ands in tne person of George Demit-th- e and added that acquiring active mem-- j
rfJZ who last Monday tried to commit bership
in the association was consuicide at the Santa Fe depot hut who sidered as solemn a ceremony as the
as prevented from taking his life at sacrament of marriage.
The report
that time. He is -- sported to be con- - was regarded as in the nature of an
valescing but what can be done with attack on Irwin Shepard, Secretary of
i m is now the question
since it is the Association, although no names
generally believed if he is liberated he were mentioned in the report. Presi- wu take nis own !ite. me local om-- ; QVnt Pearse criticized a table pre- have received a telegram from pan?d by Secretary Shepard showing
'
Demitrez's brother in San Francisco, (he additional
members acquired
to
come
is
unable
who states that he
s;n(.e i si5 and declared that con-twould-bsuiLas Vegas to take the
0iusjons drawn from these tables by
cide back to the Pacific coast, and the t!ie secretary should not go unchal-policand hospital authorities are "up ienged. He also questioned the pro-tree" to know what to do with the jjriety of the secretary's publishing
man.
Demetriz is rational at times, sncn tab'es without the formal sanc-hu- t
the state of his mind cannot be t;on o tjie directors,
j
depended upon.
A fundamental defeot ln our preS.
.
.
Jim Duffy, who says he is a Gree,
and who has been conducting a
custom of terminating
compulsory
stand in the shooting gallery on
school education at. 14 years. EverySixth street, has signified his wil'ing-ne- s
one will admit that this is too early,"
to accompany Demetriz to New
snnermcq r iiiwin i; Cnn pv' '
' .....
...
.
York,' to which ulace he was en ro.ite
me
ot
oeioie
Liucago scnoois,
when taken w,h a fit of insanity. How- tendent
.
o schoo, a(,mini8tralion.
I
ever efter t,e fare for Duffy to New
mnMy
' amost ,
York has been deducted from Demet- f,.nm
riz's money, his funds will be nearly
in renly. "and if I had been in his
exhausted and as Demetriz has no
same
I should have done the
friends or relatives in New York City, piace
If I had been convinced that
thing.
the officials do not think that it would
had been a conspiracy to switch
be a wise plan to allow him to make there
from their original purpose 1
charges
the trip. Duffy (the Irish translation
contributed to prevent the
have
would
of the Greek's name) is in no way re
I shou'd
success of such a purpose.
is
nor
to
he
Demetriz,
lated
acquaint have done all in my power to smash
ed with him.
a combination.
It mav be nossible to send Demi- such
Nation-gootre- - to New York in the care of some Winona, Min., secretary of the
nainred traveler, who wants no al Education Association was not
The man intends to ducting his proceedings in accordance
brought forth sensa-YorNew with the
sail for Italy after reaching
tional incidents before the hoard of
'directors just before the convention
,
Miss Young, of
here today.
DOORS
TO 'opened
PORTLAND
OPENS
declared that if Mr. Shepard's
Chicago,
NATION.
ELKS OF
EHS
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F. ANDREWS

v...nt

Phone 4.
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference

THE JEWELER.
FOR

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rt:n without
oil or cleaning bneer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs hoik occasion-dj-

Watches
and

A'

y.

,

beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
In all, eight fuii size, in white, vernis martin, and one
in satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin

are eleven beds

4

finish.

Clocks.

Ii you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck cf cil ami a cleaning
fcce a year. It v.iil increase the
lie and accuracy of your watch
7,eavc your watch with us

to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost In order to move
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the

E

Santa Fe Hardware

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Supply Co.

'

j

j

d

s

j

made until tomorrow.
The first meeting of the
was called for 10 o'clock, to be
followed by a luncheon at the White
House shortly after noon and by a
reception this evening.
Harry M. Daugherty, of Ohio, who
the president is said to favor for the
place very strongly, arrived this morning. So did Arthur Voryes, and Al.
Morrell, both also of Ohio. Frank L.
Smith of Springfield, 111., Dan Campbell, postmaster of Chicago, and John
Wesley Hill, of New York were among
the other arrivals. It was said Representative Wm. B. McKinley who conducted the President's
campaign, as director of the National
Taft Bureau, would take the national
chairmanship if Mr. Taft and the committee desired.
Up to a short time ago, Mr. McKinley had rejected the suggestion that
he take the place, because as he put
it, he thought he had made one part
of the fight successfully and some one
,
.
else ougnt to mawe me mu,-,Wm. Barnes, Jr., New York state
chairman, still was being considered.
Some of Mr. Barnes friends declared
he could not take the national chairmanship because of the heavy work,
connected with the campaign in his
state, but others said the national
chairmanship would not be unwelcome
to him.
The first real work of making a selection was ordered to begin at the
President's luncheon- shortly after
noon, at which a full canvass of the
'situation was to be made. Many of
the committee seemed certain that
Charles D. Hilles, the President's sec-- j
retary, would not be named for tho
place.
.

.

New Mexican
bring results.

want

ads.

a;'waye

trom Faee One.

Continued

iovva, tor Grand Es- teemed Lecturing Knight, and be- tween L. P. Leveroni of Keene, N H.
and Frank Lee Clarke of Albuquerque,
N. M. for Grand Inner Guard.
The contest tor the convention city
is becoming warm. In the field are
Rochester, N. Y., and Cincinnati, Ohio,
for the 1913 convention.
of Marshailtown,

New Mexican
briDgs results

want

aes

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Old San Miguel Church.

Located One Block East from

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.
Down Town Stand in

alway

Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Rgp BSJ3

is,

'4
C

8, 19t2.

El

EDUCATORS

,

Phone 4.
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MONDAY,

ham-bur-

BUTTER!

BUTTER!
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MEN'S CL OTHING
July

'f

July 8t

8tlb.

LADIES'

IT WFKE!) I Ml

Ii THE

SUITS

I

X
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25.00

17.50

20.00

15.00

$30.00 for $22.50 Green Tag Price
it
25.00 44 18.50
it
20.00
13.00
ii
it
18.00
11.50
15.00
12.50

1
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I
I

V
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Special Prices on Many
Other Goods. Come and
look thern over.

FINEST OF LADIES'

DRESSES

for $25.00 Green Tug Price
" 20.00

22.50

S ILK DR ESSES

9.50
7.75

it

it

ii

ii

Special Prices on House Dresses.
Coprigbt Halt

Home of Hart, Schaffiier & Marx Clothes.

Sch&liaer

e

Is Your Chance to Buy.

Marx

o

Now

''vf?!v'

'5

kerism
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NATHAN SALMON

